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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Structural studies which consider crack extension behavior as a function of ap­
plied loads is called fracture mechanics. The objective of fracture mechanics is to 
provide quantitative answers to specific problems concerning structures containing 
pre-existing flaws which causes cracks to initiate in service. In addition, fracture 
mechanics is used to analyze the rate at which small cracks grow to critical size. 
Materials fracture in many different ways and for many different reasons. A wide 
variety of defects can be found to some degree in all structures. These flaws may exist 
as a result of material imperfections, defects generated during service life or defects 
introduced by design. The fracture of a structure or material, caused by presence of 
cracks or flaws, occurs at loads much lower than those that would cause yielding of 
the material. In these situations a strength of material analysis is not sufficient to 
guarantee the safe operation of the structure under loading conditions. 
The classification of fracture in a simple meaningful manner is not an easy task, 
although many such classifications have been proposed. Some of these have been 
based on the stress state, others upon such considerations as the test temperature, 
the strain rate, the environment, the energy absorbed, the amount of plastic flow, 
and the fracture path. In looking for simplifying coordinating features, it is helpful 
to keep two significant facts in mind. The first is that there are only two ways in 
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which a material can be fractured: they can be pulled apart, or they can be sheared. 
The second fact of importance is that all fractures are two stage processes involving 
crack nucleation and crack growth. 
Among fracture theories proposed, linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
which is the result of considerable investigations during the past two decades, is 
well developed and now can be used to solve many engineering problems in fracture 
analysis and material selection. Linear fracture mechanics can also be extended to 
solve problems with moderate plasticity. 
In linear fracture mechanics formulation, the most important parameter used 
to distinguish cracks and which measures the severity of a crack is called the stress 
intensity factor. Stress intensity factors can be obtain from the stress field near the 
crack tip. In general, the stress intensity factor is linearly proportional to the external 
or applied load and contains a factor which describes the configuration of the body 
including the crack length. The usefulness of stress intensity factors in the analysis 
of problems of residual static strength, fatigue crack growth and stress corrosion is 
now well established. The power of stress intensity factor method of analysis lies 
in the assumption that the behavior of a sharp crack is determined by the stress 
field at the tip; it is thus necessary to determine the stress intensity factors only. 
This leads to a great simplification in the stress analysis necessary when the cracked 
structure is complex and for this reason and others, stress intensity factors, in some 
form or another are likely to dominate design approaches for some time to come and 
will continue to be widely used. In recent years, numerous publications have been 
devoted to numerical and experimental determination of stress intensity factors for a 
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strip containing line cracks. 
In general, numerical solution techniques can be divided into two categories. One 
is differential methods and the other is integral methods. Since numerical integration 
is inherently more accurate than differentiation, provided the problem of formulation 
and programing can be overcome, there may be advantages to integration. 
The finite element method has been established as a vital tool in structural 
analysis and is widely used for solving problems in linear elastic fracture mechanics. 
Several techniques have been suggested for finding stress intensity factors using finite 
elements but the common problem is the representation of the crack tip singularity. 
Early studies on fracture mechanics using finite elements involved the use of a large 
number of very small elements near the crack tip in order to represent the stress and 
strain field singularities. There are now special crack elements that contain a crack 
tip singularity. 
The boundary element method of analysis, developed essentially from integral 
equation ideas, are now available and applicable to a wide variety of problems. This 
method has become popular in fracture mechanics, and is used for evaluation of stress 
intensity factors around crack tips . 
There are many different experimental methods of determining stress intensity 
factors. Experimental methods can be divided into two categories. One is that 
which uses a known relationship between a measurable quantity (e.g., compliance or 
fatigue crack growth rate) and the stress intensity factors, and the other uses direct 
measurements on a model (e.g., photoelasticity or caustics). Among the methods that 
involve direct measurements, some of the most important and widely used techniques 
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for determination of stress intensity factor are those that are based on the stress 
optical law. They are photoelasticity, interferometry and caustics. 
When photoelasticity is used to determine stress intensity factors, the severe 
stress concentration at the sharp crack tip in the photoelastic model causes plastic 
yielding at the crack tip and thus the observed birefringence cannot be related directly 
to the state of stress in such a region. In addition the extreme contrast of high fringe 
orders at the crack tip and low fringe orders away from the crack tip in the photoelastic 
model makes it difficult to select a model material which would be ideally suitable 
for the entire region. 
Another optical method that have been successfully applied to study two di­
mensional fracture problems is holographic interferometry. This method is applicable 
only to thin transparent models. In this technique, the holographic fringes are pro­
portional to the strain normal to the specimen surface. Then using the stress-strain 
relations for the plane stress sum of the in-plane stresses is obtained and used to find 
the stress intensity factor. 
The other optical method is caustics which yields high accuracy of measurement, 
but is still easy to apply. The convenient experimental method of caustic is based 
on the measurement of the caustic pattern dimensions as a function of loading. The 
method of transmitted caustics was used to study only the simple case of a propa­
gating edge crack under mode I deformation. Later, the method of reflected caustics 
from transparent models was introduced. This method gives more information and is 
sufficient to solve any complicated problem related to the singular stress field under 
study. According to this method, the singular region is transformed into an optical 
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singularity, formed by a caustic curve of highly concentrated light rays. The shape 
and dimensions of the caustic curve gives sufficient information for the evaluation of 
the stress field at the close vicinity of the singularities. Therefore, in recent years the 
method of caustics has been widely applied to study the singularities in large number 
of elastic and elasto-plastic problems. Superiority of the method of reflected caustics 
to the other optical methods becomes more obvious when it is used to find stress 
intensity factors. 
The major difficulty in the transmitted method of caustics is the determination of 
mixed mode stress intensity factors. That is because it is restricted to the transmitted 
part of the light through the transparent specimen, therefore, the information gained 
is less than that of reflected caustics and the caustic size is smaller than the caustic 
formed by the reflected light. 
The main advantage of the transmitted method over the reflected method, pro­
vided the mentioned problems can be overcome, is that for plane stress and plane 
strain, the caustics from the transmitted light and reflected light from the front sur­
face of the specimen are basically the same except for the value of the optical constant. 
Therefore all the analysis for a transmitted caustics is applicable to nontransparent 
materials with a mirrored surface, while the reflected caustics can only be applied to 
transparent materials. 
The main goal of this dissertation has been to solve these difficulties. To prove 
the validity of the experimental procedure, both mode I and mode II stress intensity 
factors were determined using this method. Two edge cracks were machined into one 
of the long edges of the models. The straight cracks were positioned perpendicular 
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to the edge of the plates with various lengths and distances with respect to each 
other. The results compared well with experimental method of reflected caustics and 
a numerical method. 
The necessary equipment for this study consists of the laser, the model, the 
loading frame and the means for recording the image. The last item my be a camera 
or a video scanner coupled, on line, to a computer-based image analysis system. 
Alternatively, the caustic pattern can be recorded on film with a camera and the 
negative is developed. To collect the data, the the negative or its print is read by a 
video scanner or a digitizing tablet. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The object of fracture mechanics is to solve practical engineering problems con­
taining flaws or cracks introduced by design or by accident. In this chapter two basic 
approaches to linear fracture mechanics namely, energy balance approach and stress 
intensity factor approach, are discussed and some of the numerical and experimental 
works are reviewed. 
Energy Balance Approach 
Griffith Theory 
The energy balance approach to the study of the fracture behavior of components 
that contain cracks was originally proposed by Griffith [1,2]. Griffith noted that when 
a crack is introduced into a stressed body of elastic material, the increase in surface 
energy due to the crack extension must be balanced by the decrease in the potential 
energy (related to the release of stored elastic energy and work done by movement of 
the external loads) of the body. 
As a specific case he considered a through-thickness crack, of length 2a, contained 
within a glass plate subjected to uniform tensile stress, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Then he used the stress analysis developed by Inglis [3] for the case of an elliptical 
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2 a  
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Figure 2.1: Through thickness crack in a large plate 
hole in a plate of infinite length and width under uniform tensile stress and showed 
the decrease in potential energy of the cracked plate to be 
Ua = —g- (2.1) 
The total surface energy of the crack, for the case considered, is given by 
Us = 4ai75 (2.2) 
The change in potential energy of the cracked plate may be given by 
2 2 
U - Uo = -gi h iatjs (2.3) 
where 
U  ~  Total potential energy of the cracked plate 
Uo = Total Potential energy of the plate without crack 
7s = Specific surface energy or surface tension 
cr = Applied stress 
a = One-half of crack length 
t = Plate thickness 
E = Modulus of elasticity 
These energy terms are shown plotted in Figure 2.2 [4] for increasing crack size. 
According to the premise of Griffith [2], the crack becomes unstable at a critical 
length a* when 
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Energy 
Crack length a  
a*— Instability Point 
Figure 2.2: Variation of energy with crack length 
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or 
.2.2, 
^ ^  + 4(a^a) = 0 (2.4) 
since Up is the potential energy of the body without a crack, it does not vary with 
crack length. Therefore 
d a  0 
differentiating Equation 2.4 and rearranging gives 
= 275 (2.5) 
2 TTcr^a 
E  
for the case of plane stress unstable fracture will take place if 
(2 .6)  
for the case of plane strain unstable crack propagation occurs if 
\ 
(Tv/a = 
# ( 1  — y 2 )  (2.7) 
where v is Poisson's ratio. 
The right hand side of the above equation is only function of material properties, 
thus is equal to a constant. Therefore, crack extension occurs when a-y/a reaches a 
constant critical value. 
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Modified Griffith Theory 
Griffith's concept, which was originally applicable only to ideally brittle materials 
such as glass, has been extended by Irwin [5], 0rowan [6], and Oilman [7] to include the 
case of brittle fracture of materials, prior to failure, with limited plastic deformation 
in the vicinity of the crack tip. 
Their approach was to replace the surface energy term 27, used in Griffith for­
mula, by the term 7p which represented the energy of plastic distortion absorbed by 
the fracture process. Consequently, Equation 2.5 was modified to 
2 
— ^ = 2 { ' ) s + l p )  =  9  ( 2 . 8 )  
where g — the elastic energy release rate (denoted after Griffith) 
The above equation can be rearranged in the form 
(2-9) 
For materials with jp >> 75, surface energy can be neglected, and the above 
equation becomes 
(Tv^ = (2.10) 
V 7ra 
In situations where fracture is preceded by limited plastic deformation, the crit­
ical elastic energy release rate, may be interpreted as a material parameter and 
can be measured experimentally by measuring the fracture stress for a large plate 
that contains a through thickness crack of known length and is subjected to remotely 
applied uniform stress. 
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MODE I MODE III 
X  
z 
MODE II 
Figure 2.3: Three basic modes of crack deformations 
It is important to recognize that the energy balance approach was derived for a 
material containing a very sharp crack. 
Stress Intensity Factor Approach 
For a better understanding of stress field near the crack tip, it is important to 
define the type of crack displacements. A crack which is present in a stressed body 
may be deformed in any of three independent ways (see Figure 2.3). 
Mode I: Opening mode, where the crack surfaces are pulled apart under tensile 
loads. Here the deformations are symmetric about the x-z and x-y 
planes. 
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Mode II: Sliding mode, where the two crack surfaces slide over one another in a 
direction normal to edge of the crack. Here deformations are symmetric 
about the x-y plane and skew symmetric about x-z plane. 
Mode III: Tearing mode where crack surfaces slide over each other in a direc­
tion parallel to the edge of the crack. Here the deformations are skew 
symmetric about the x-y and x-z planes. 
Westergaard [8] showed that by using properties of complex variable functions 
the fracture of a flawed component also may be analyzed by a stress analysis based 
on concepts of elastic theory. He defined normal and shearing stresses as follows: 
(Tx = ReZ{z) ~ yImZ'[z) 
(Ty = ReZ(z) + ylmZ'{z) (2.11) 
'''xy = — y R ^ z ' { z )  
where Z(z) is an anlytic stress function in complex form, Z' = 
For the case when Txy is zero along the crack axis, Westergaard suggested two 
stress functions. One for a central straight crack of length '2a in an infinite plate with 
a biaxial field of tension cr at large distance from the crack, and another for a series 
of equally spaced straight cracks of length 2a, with an applied biaxial stress of u. and 
with the distance between the crack centers i. Three additional stress functions were 
obtained with use of Westergaard's semi-inverse procedure as modified by Irwin [9]. 
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Sneddon [10] was the first who used the semi-inverse procedure of Westergaard 
and derived the stress field expansions. Irwin [9, 11] and Williams [12], by considering 
the analysis done by Westergaard, extended the work of Sneddon and showed that 
the primary stress components in the vicinity of the crack tip, corresponding to the 
opening mode, could be expressed in terms of the stress intensity factor K as follows: 
K  9  
c.r — 
\/2wr 
cos -
2 
K  9  
<7y = 
\/2-Kr 
cos-
K  9  T x y  =  
\/27cr 
cos -
2 
1 U L  -  *  .  3 9 ] ^ ^  
.1 + sm-smy] + 
3^, 
e _  
2 
0 
2 2 
34, 
- s y l  +  
+ (2.12) 
where r, and 9 are the polar coordinate of a point with respect to the crack tip (see 
Figure 2.4). 
The Westergaard method of crack analysis was shown to be invalid, by the pho-
toelastic work done by Wells and Post [13] and the work done by Sih [14], for a 
crack problem dealing with the infinite medium with cracks under applied loads at 
infinity. Based on work done by Wells and Post, Irwin [1.5] noted that Westergaard 
equations could be modified and suggested the addition of an adjustable nonsingular 
stress term, o-qxi to the ax expression in Equation 2.12. 
Thus, the modified Westergaard equations for mixed mode loading are 
1 rr - 9 - 34, 
n sm-(2 +CO S  - c o s y ) ]  - (Tox 
V 2  Trr 
[A/cos -(1 - sin - sin — ) + A^jsin - cos - cos —] [2.13) 
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Y 
Free 
Free 
Figure 2.4: Polar crack tip coordinate and stress systems 
^xy = -^=[Ajcos-sin-cosy + A//cos-(l-sm-siny)] 
Numerical Works 
In recent years, a wide variety of numerical solutions and techniques have been 
used to solve the plane elasticity problem for an infinite strip containing a line crack. 
In general, numerical solution techniques is divided into two categories, one is dif­
ferential methods, including the finite element method, and the other is integral 
methods. 
The finite element method has been established as a vital tool in structural 
analysis and is widely used for solving problems in linear elastic fracture mechanics. 
Several techniques have been suggested for finding stress intensity factors using finite 
element but the common problem is the representation of the crack tip singularity. 
The method is described in detail in [16], and several extensive reviews of techniques 
relating to fracture mechanics has been given by various investigators [17, 18, 19j. 
Early studies on fracture mechanics using finite element involved the use of a 
large number of very small elements near the crack tip in order to represent the stress 
and strain field singularities [20, 21]. These analyses failed to give adequate treatment 
of the stress singularity at the crack tip, resulting in uncertain overall accuracy of 
the computed solutions. The method was improved by Ogleskey and Lomacky [22] 
who refined the extrapolation scheme of Chen et al. [20]. In an attempt to eliminate 
some of undesirable features, finite element method with embedded singularity was 
developed by Wilson [23] for elastic problems. This alternative approach directly 
incorporates both the finite element and the analytical crack tip singularity. 
Tracey [24] introduced an alternative technique for applying finite element to 
crack problems. Tracey's approach is based on the development of special triangular 
elements which enables the representation of the near crack tip displacement field 
with almost the same degree of accuracy as usual finite element representation away 
from the crack tip. Blackburn [25] also presented a triangular element with a singular 
strain field. 
Stress intensity factors can be derived from Rice's .J integral [26], by numerically 
evaluating the J integral for the finite element solution over the path surrounding the 
crack tip. But since a finite element solution is approximate, the values of J calculated 
over various paths surrounding the crack tip are not exactly the same. The method 
has been used to determine the stress intensity factors [20, 27, 28], and was found to 
be satisfactory. 
Chen and Lau [29] proposed a method which makes use of the displacement on 
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the crack surface expressed as elliptic functions and lead to a direct computation of 
stress intensity factors. Akin [.30] has considered a special shape function by which a 
singularity can be introduced into triangular and quadrilateral elements. Benzley [31] 
introduced supplementary terms to the displacement field of a quadrilateral element 
to model the necessary singularity. 
In [32] the quarter-point quadrilateral element was employed to compare various 
methods for calculating the stress intensity factors. The methods considered include 
displacement extrapolation, J integral and Griffith's energy calculations, and stiffness 
derivative technique. A central crack, a single edge crack, and double edge crack in 
a rectangular sheet was considered. Derivative method was found to give the most 
accurate results, whereas displacement extrapolation was found to be the easiest to 
implement with reasonable accuracy. 
In the recent years several crack problems have been studied effectively by bound­
ary collocation technique. The collocation method was developed by Gross and Man-
delson [33] and by Kobayashi et al. [34] for solving the problem of a single edge crack 
in a finite rectangular medium. Gross solved the problem by boundary collocation 
of a stress function derived by Williams [12]. Kobayashi solved the same problem by 
functions derived by generalizing a stress function due to Westergaard. The technique 
has provided a significant number of solutions of which the accuracy may be assessed 
by comparison with alternative methods of solutions. The led to the estimate of 
associated errors being less than 1% [35]. 
The method of polynomial mapping approximation for crack problems has been 
applied successfully to several problems where the exact mapping function is known 
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[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. But the method is limited to a relatively small class of 
geometries for which exact mapping functions can be found. A significant number of 
solutions have been obtained using the modified mapping collocation technique. The 
difficulty of finding the mapping function for complicated geometries is minimized 
by this mthod. This method, which was introduced by Bowie [42], was applied to 
the problem of an edge crack in a semi-infinite plate under tension. Originally this 
problem was solved accurately by Koiter [43] who applied the Wiener-Hopf technique 
to solve a problem involving edge cracks at right angles to the boundary. 
Sneddon and Srivastav [44] formulated and solved the symmetrical problem of an 
internal transverse crack in a strip. They represented the components of displacement 
vector each as a sum of Fourier cosine and sine transforms, and then reduced the 
problem to a solving system of dual integral equations and a pair of simultaneous 
integral equations. By suitable representations of the unknown functions occurring 
in the system it was shown that it is possible to express the quantities of direct 
physical interest (the stress intensity factor and crack energy) simply in terms of a 
function determined as the solution of a Fredhelm integral equation of second kind. 
This solution was extended to a cracked strip between two half planes by Krenk 
[45]. The same technique was used by Ejike [46] when considering the problem of 
determining the distribution of stress and the deformation of a strip of homogeneous 
and isotropic elastic material damaged by a crack normal to one edge of the strip. 
The elastostatic plane problem of an infinite strip containing two symmetrically 
located internal cracks perpendicular to the interface was considered by Gupa and 
Erdogan [47]. The problem has been solved by means of singular integral equation 
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with the derivative of the crack surface displacement as the density function. The 
solution of the problem is obtained for various crack geometries and for uniaxial 
tension applied to the strip away from the crack region. The limiting case of the edge 
crack was considered in some detail and the stress intensity factor was calculated. 
Erdogan and Arin [48] introduced a technique that deals with the problems of 
a half plane with a crack in the neighborhood of its free boundary and of an infinite 
strip containing a symmetrically located internal crack with an arbitrary orientation. 
The problem has been formulated as a system of integral equations. In each case the 
stress intensity factors are given as a function of the crack angle. 
Boundary element method of analysis, developed essentially from integral equa­
tion ideas, are now available and applicable to a wide variety of problems. This 
method (reviewed in [49]) has become popular in fracture mechanics, and exam­
ples of the evaluation of stress intensity factors around crack tips are described in 
[50, 51, 52, 53]. 
Snyder and Cruse [50] formulated a numerical procedure based on the boundary 
integral element, using Green's function for an infinite plate containing a crack, which 
can be solved numerically for mode I and mode II stress intensity factors. A direct 
formulation was employed in [50] while Sadegh and Alteiro [54] developed an indirect 
boundary integral approach for the solution of two dimensional fracture mechanics. 
The method which was applied to the problem of a finite, plane, linear-elastic region 
containing a sharp crack was shown to be very accurate. Nishimura and Kobayashi 
[55] also employed an indirect boundary integral equation method and used the double 
layer potential and Galerkin's method to deal with two dimensional crack analysis. 
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There are many other indirect methods available in the literature. In a paper 
by Heise [56] 32 different integral equation formulations for plane elasticity can be 
found. 
Soozani [57] in a comparison between experimental and numerical stress inten­
sity factors used the boundary element method program developed by Rudolphi and 
Koo [58] to obtain the numerical values of stress intensity factors for two interacting 
straight cracks. He observed the numerical results to be in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 
Experimental Works 
There are many different experimental methods of determining stress intensity 
factors. Experimental methods be can divided into two categories. Some are those 
which use a known relationship between a measurable quantity (e.g., compliance 
or fatigue crack growth rate) and the stress intensity factors, and others use direct 
measurements on a model (e.g., photoelasticity or caustics). In this section some 
of the experimental techniques which involve direct measurements are considered. 
Among the methods that involve direct measurements, some of the most important 
and widely used techniques for determination of stress intensity factor are those that 
are based on the stress optical law. They are photoelasticity, interferometry and 
shadow spot method (caustics). 
The experimental method of photoelasticity has been used in the past to analyze 
the shear-stress distributions within models in various areas of elasticity. The method 
of photoelasticity first was introduced by Post [59] to study the stress field in the 
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vicinity of an edge crack in a tensile field. His work on a static edge crack was 
performed as a part of an experimental investigation of the mechanics of moving 
cracks. He examined the stress distribution around an edge crack by independent 
determinations of the sums (isopachic pattern) and differences (isochromatic pattern) 
of the principal stresses. Dixon studied the elastic-plastic strain distributions in metal 
using a biréfringent, photoelastic coating technique [60]. Gerberich [61] studied strain 
fields in cracked aluminum plates using a birefringent coating. Hubbard [62] also 
used birefringent coating technique to investigate the plastic strain distribution in 
fatigue crack growth in centrally notched aluminum 7075-T6 plates. Zachary [63] 
used photoelasticity to investigate the stress locations due to the lack of penetration 
in transverse butt welds. Zachary and Mojtahed [64] studied isochromatic fringe 
patterns for cracks in orthotropic materials. Dixon and Stranningon [65] studied 
buckling deformation and associated stress field around centrally notched thin plates 
using two dimensional photoelasticity. 
Use of photoelastic data for determining the opening mode stress intensity factor 
(mode I) was first suggested by Irwin [15] in a discussion of the photoelastic work 
done by Wells and Post [13]. Irwin proposed a two parameter method which uses the 
modified Westergaard equations. The two parameters are stress intensity factor, A'j, 
and the nonsingular term, Cox- This method has been used to determine stress inten­
sity factor, A'j, and far field stress effect, <Tox-> but it is not applicable to mixed mode 
problems. To improve the Irwin's two parameters method, Bradley and Kobayashi 
[66] proposed maximum shear stress difference method. This method improved the 
experimental accuracy of the two parameter method and reduced the sensitivity to 
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the location of the data. These two parameter methods use one or two data points 
from isochromatic fringe loops. A number of other two-parameter methods have been 
proposed for extracting stress intensity factors from two or three dimensional pho-
toelastic fields. Schroedl and Smith [67] introduced a two-parameter method which 
is a differencing technique identical to that used by Bradley and Kobayashi, except 
that this method uses several data points and take advantage of the whole field pho-
toelastic data. Smith and Smith [68] and Gdoutos and Theocaris [69] have developed 
extrapolation methods which analyzes fringe loops due to mixed mode conditions 
where both Kj and Kjj are present but the nonsingular stress term, aox is ne­
glected. Phang and Ruiz [70] extended the linear slope method initially introduced 
by Ruiz [71] to determine stress intensity factors for a number of two-dimensional 
problems when cracks interact with free surfaces or with other cracks. 
To further improve the measurement accuracy in the calculations of stress inten­
sity factors, Kobayashi and Bradley [72] and Cheng [73] introduced a multiple-point 
method analysis for determining the stress intensity factors. Then a new method 
of data collection and interpretation was proposed by Sanford and Dally [74]. This 
method relates the isochromatic fringe field to any arbitrary loading which produces 
A'j, Kjj and aox- Some of the other methods that use the full-field fringe patterns 
were proposed by Ramula et al. [75], Cottron and Lagarde [76], Rossmanith [77], and 
Banks-Still and Arcan [78]. These are multiple parameter methods using complex 
or power series type of stress function applied to photoelastic fields for various crack 
geometries and boundary conditions. 
With the emergence of computers, digital image processing has played an impor-
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tant role in photoelastic stress analysis. The rapid and accurate data reduction using 
digital image analysis systems was developed by Burger and Voloshin [79] (called half 
fringe photoelasticity) to read relatively small amounts of birefringence which con­
ventional photoelasticity finds it difficult to resolve. This technique has been applied 
to wide variety of stress analysis problems [57, 80]. 
Kar [80] used a combination of Sanford's least squares method [81] with Burger 
and Voloshin's half fringe photoelasticity [79] to obtain information of the near crack 
tip stress field for determining stress intensity factors. In his experiment, Kar studied 
three classes of specimens with cracks. He used two dimensional specimens made out 
of glass plates with single edge cracks, a double edge crack and a 45° single edge 
crack. He compared the determined average stress intensity factors with theoretical 
values and were found to be within 5.2% for single edge cracks, 1.% for double edge 
crack, and 12.% for 45° edge crack of the theoretical values. 
Soozani [57] employed two different techniques to determine the stress intensity 
factor. He evaluated the experimental stress intensity factor for single, straight, near 
edge cracks in a plate of finite width. The cracks were positioned at various angles and 
distances with respect to the edge of the plate. The techniques used were half fringe 
photoelasticity, which requires adjusting the load to keep the maximum fringe order 
less than 0.5 in the data extraction zone, and trace [82], which accurately produces 
traces of all half and full order fringes. He also determined stress intensity factors for 
two interacting straight cracks in a plane homogeneous region and for single inclined 
cracks near an edge in a rectangular bar subjected to pure bending. 
Baek [83] used the fringe sharpening technique by digitally processing the pho-
toelastic pattern [82] to determine stress intensity factors. In his research, he used 
two dimensional cracked models where some of them were cast and some machined 
from sheets. Also, he used the same procedure to find the stress intensity factors in 
three dimensional problem posed by inclined semi-circular surface cracks that pen­
etrate part-way through a thick plate. Mahinfalah [84] applied the experimental 
method of photoelasticty to obtain made I and mode II stress intensity factors for 
sharp re-entrant corners of plates in tension. 
The optical interference method has been applied to a number of simple problems 
and also has promise as a means of treating complex fracture problems when mode I 
deformation is dominant. Sommer [85] a simple interference method to measure the 
relative displacement of crack faces in glass plates under eccentric tension load. In 
this method the relative displacement of the crack opening is determined as a function 
of distance from the crack tip at several positions along the crack. Then the collected 
data is used in conjunction with the opening mode crack tip stress field equations to 
determine the opening mode stress intensity factor. Crosley et al. [86] also used the 
same technique for the K-calibration of double cantilever beam specimens made by 
cementing together two glass arms with an epoxy adhesive. Cracks were produced 
either in epoxy itself or at the epoxy-glass interface and the results were in close 
agreement with K-calibrations based on compliance measurement. 
Another optical method that has been successfully applied to study two dimen­
sional fracture problems is holographic interferometry. This method which was de­
veloped by Dudderar and 0'Regan [87] is applicable only to thin transparent mod­
els. They applied real-time transmission holographic interferometry to determine the 
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opening mode stress intensity factor. In this technique, the holographic fringes are 
proportional to the strain normal to the specimen surface. Then using stress strain 
relations for plane stress sum of the in-plane stresses is obtained and used to find 
stress intensity factor. 
Macha et al. [88] developed a laser interferometry crack tip opening displace­
ment measurement technique to measure displacements near the crack tip. Measured 
displacements were converted to stress intensity factor calibration curves by means 
of linear elastic fracture mechanics displacement equations. 
The shadow spot method or method of caustics has proven to be a very powerful 
and efficient experimental method for determining stress intensity factors at crack 
tips for both static and dynamic fracture problems. The technique is highly accurate 
but it is still easy to apply. The method of transmitted caustics was first introduced 
by Manogg [89] who studied only the simple case of a propagating edge crack under 
mode I deformation. Since the transmitted method of caustics was restricted to 
the transmitted part of the light through the transparent specimen, the information 
gained was less than that of reflected caustics. The caustic size was smaller than the 
caustic formed by the reflected light. The use of transmitted caustic was thought 
to have limited potential and for this reason and others, the method was almost 
forgotten. 
Then the method of reflected caustics from transparent models was introduced 
by Theocaris [90]. This method gives more information and is sufficient to solve any 
complicated problem related to the singular stress field under study. According to 
this method, the singular region is transformed into an optical singularity, formed by 
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a caustic curve of highly concentrated light rays. The shape and dimensions of the 
caustic curve gives sufficient information for the evaluation of the stress field at the 
close vicinity of the singularities. Therefore, in recent years the method of caustics 
has been used to study the singularities in a large number of elastic and elasto-plastic 
problems. 
In [91, 92], Theocares adopted the method of caustics to study the constrained 
zones around cracks in transparent specimens made of birefringent material. In [93], 
the method was used to study singularities formed by concentrated loads, applied 
either at the straight boundary of an elastic half-plane or at the boundary of a wedge. 
This method also was used to measure small crack opening displacements, due to small 
scale loading and gave satisfactory results [94]. In [95], it was concluded that singular 
or discontinuous stress fields in anisotropic plates can be successfully studied by the 
method of caustics. Beinert and Kalthoff [96] investigated the validity of the method 
of caustics for a stationary crack subjected to dynamic loading. Rossmanith et al. 
[97] used the method of reflected caustics to study explosive impact wave propagation 
distribution. 
Superiority of the method of caustics to the other optical methods becomes 
more obvious when it is used to find stress intensity factors. In [90], the reflected 
method was used to find mode I static stress intensity factors. In [98], Theocaris and 
loakimois proposed an improved technique for the determination of mode I stress 
intensity factors. They also compared this method with other optical methods and 
concluded that the proposed modification makes the method of caustics much superior 
to photoelasticity and interferometry for the evaluation of mode I stress intensity 
factor, not only from the experimental but also from the theoretical point of view. 
Mahajan and Ravi-Chandar used the transmitted method and demonstrated that 
the midplane analysis is in good agreement with the numerical solution of the exact 
geometrical optical equations for mapping the light-ray path in a cracked plate [99]. 
To extract both K j  and K j j  from transparent material using this method was 
done first by Theocaris and Gdoutos [100] when he used a plexiglas plate with inclined 
internal cracks subjected to longitudinal tension. In [101], Theocaris used the method 
to study two asymmetric colinear internal cracks of different lengths. In [102, 103], 
the reflected method was used to find stress intensity factors in cracked cylindrical 
shells under tension and in biréfringent plates with cracks respectively. The same 
method was used by Younis [104] for the study of the interaction between two edge 
cracks with various lengths and distances with respect to each other. 
Using the method of reflected caustics for cracked plates, a few data points are 
used to find Kj and Kjj. To use more data points Younis [104] developed a nonlinear 
least square numerical method which can use a large number of data points and give 
accurate results. 
A nonoptical method was used by Kitagwa and Ishikawa [105] for determination 
of stress intensity factors. They used a combination of experimental stress analy­
sis, fracture mechanics and the variational method. They measured the strains on 
the boundary of a small domain surrounding a crack tip by using strain gages and 
calculated the stress intensity factors by variational methods. 
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CHAPTER 3. THEORY OF THE METHOD OF CAUSTICS 
Introduction 
The method of caustics, which was originally developed by Manogg [89] for eval­
uation of stress concentration factors and stress intensity factors in fracture mechan­
ics, has been widely applied to various problems in different engineering fields. This 
method, which started with the transmitted technique, is now divided into three basic 
techniques 
I. transmitted method of caustics 
II. reflected method of caustics from transparent materials 
III. reflected method of caustics from nontransparent materials 
Although this convenient experimental method has been practiced for more than 
two decades, and it started with the transmitted method. The transmitted method of 
caustics has not yet been applied to both mode I and mode II stress intensity factor 
problems on a regular basis. The main reason may be that the transmitted method 
was thought to have limited potential and could not be used to find Kj and Kjj. 
In this chapter, the principle of the method of caustic and the theoretical for­
mulation of singularity solutions for determination of the stress intensity factors are 
reviewed. The procedures for evaluating stress intensity factors are described. 
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Physical Principle of the Method 
As the experimental arrangement is schematically shown in Figure 3.1 a monochro­
matic and coherent light beam is emitted from a He-Ne gas laser. This emitted light 
beam is then widened by a lens and transmitted through the transparent model. The 
transmitted light intersects the image plane at a distance Zq from the model. Then 
there is a recording device, usually a camera or a video scanner coupled on line to a 
computer-based image analysis system. 
A beam of light rays, which strikes the surface of the transparent and stressed 
model, is partly reflected and partly refracted through the thickness when emerging 
from the model. As shown in Figure 3.2, due to thickness variation of the model 
and change in the refractive index of the material, this emerging light beam will be 
deflected from its original path and will be absolutely retarded. 
To illustrate the physical principle of the method, consider a cracked transparent 
plate under tensile loading, as shown in Figure 3.3(a). Due to loading the thick­
ness as well as the refractive index of the specimen changes. Around the crack tip, 
the thickness change is more severe, and the closer to the crack tip, the larger the 
thickness change. This area, around the crack tip, is similar to a concave lens. As 
shown in Figure 3.3(a), the constant-thickness parts of the specimen are traversed 
by the normal light rays without any deflection. But the area where there is surface 
deformation, the light rays are deflected. In the regions where the thickness-change 
is small, the deflection of the light rays is small too, but in the regions with severe 
thickness-change the deflection of light rays are more. As a result a very simple geo­
met r ic  b lack-ou t  pa t te rn  sur rounded  by  a  br igh t  curve  which  i s  ca l led  a  caus t ic  curve  
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Figure 3.1: Optical arrangement for caustic analysis 
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Transmitted light 
Light Ray 
eflected light 
Figure 3.2: Change of light path for transmission and reflection 
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Specimen 
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( b )  
Figure 3.3: The principle of the transmitted method of caustics 
appears on the image screen (see Figure 3.3(b)). The size and the shape of the caustic 
curve is related to the stress-strain distribution around the crack tip and therefore it 
represents a quantitative description of the stress distribution in the specimen. 
Of course this method is applicable to both transparent and nontransparent 
materials. That is because, for plane stress and plane strain, the caustics from the 
transmitted light and the reflected light from the front surface of the specimen, as 
shown in Figure 3.4, are basically the same and the only difference in the experimental 
set up is that the image plane must be placed in the front of the specimen rather 
than behind the specimen in order to intersect the reflected light from the front 
surface. Thus all the analysis for transmitted caustics is applicable to nontransparent 
materials with a mirrored surface. But in this dissertation, only transparent materials 
are considered. 
Mathematical Principle of the Method 
In Figure 3.5 a beam of light ray, which impinges on the model at a generic point 
p(r,^), is considered. If the model is not loaded, at a distance Zq from the object 
plane, the beam would strike the image plane at a point p' whose coordinates are 
r', and 9. But when the specimen is loaded, the light beam would be deflected and 
displaced to a point /)". 
If S{x ,y )  is the optical path through the specimen at the generic point p(r ,6 ) ,  
then the deviation of the transmitted light rays at a distance Zq from the middle 
surface of the plate, expressed by the vector w, according to the Eikonal theory [106], 
is given by 
Angle of 
symmetry 
Figure 3.4: Caustics from (a) transmitted light and (b) reflected light 
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Object Plane Image Plane 
Figure 3.5: Transmitted light-ray deflection 
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w = Zograd{AS)  (3.1) 
where (AS) is the optical path change. 
The path change (AS) of a beam of light ray depends on the changes of the thick­
ness of the model (Ah) and the refractive index of the material (n^)(see Figure 3.6). 
or 
AS =  ( r i j  — na)Ah  +  ( n j  -  no)h  (3.2) 
where 1 for air. 
According to Maxwell's law the changes in the indices of refraction are linearly 
proportional to the principal stresses as follows 
ni — no = + C2(o'2 + <y^) 
n 2 - n o  =  C I ( T 2  +  C 2 i ( T ^  +  ( T i )  ( 3 . 3 )  
^3 = ci<T3 + C2{<Ti + (Tg) 
where 
<Ti,(T2,<T^ =principal stresses 
n|, «2'"3 — indices of refraction of material in stress state 
ci,c2 = stress-optic coefficients 
7?o = index of refraction for unstressed model 
Since it is very difficult to evaluate the three principal indices in the three di­
mensional case, experimentally two dimensional cases (plane stress) are more popular. 
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Figure 3.6: Change in optical path length 
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For plane stress Equations 3.3 becomes 
M 2 — no = = c-^cr-^ + *^2^2 
"2 ~ "o = An.2 = c^<T2 + C2<T]^ (3.4) 
For the plane stress case where <73 = 0 
A/ï —u 
€ = ~ = + (72) 
rearranging 
AA = + (T2)A (3.5) 
where u, E, and e are Poisson ratio, modulus of elasticity, and strain respectively. 
Introducing Equations 3.4 and 3.5 into Equation 3.2 the path length changes 
(A5]^, A52) for polarized light parallel to the principal stresses crj^, and <72 becomes 
A5]^ = (aai + b(T2)h 
AS2 — (a<7'2 + bcri)h (3.6) 
where 
a  =  c i  —  { n  —  n a ) ^  
b  =  C 2  —  { n  —  n a ) ^  
AS can also be written in terms of sum and difference of the principal stresses 
A5I,2 = ch[{cri + (72) ± 9(^1 - ^2)] 
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where 
c = a b 
^ (G-6) 
( a + b )  
For optically isotropic materials a  —  b  and g  =  0 .  So 
AS = ch(a i  + (T2) (3.7 
where c  is called the optical constant of the material. 
Substituting for AS in Equations 3.1 
w 
or 
chZograd{(Ti + 0-2) 
d  .  .  I  
W = c/tZo( — Û + -t')((Tl + (To)  (3.8) 
or  r  
where { u , v )  are the coordinates as shown in Figure 3.5 
Since 
~ '^y 
using Equations 2.13, sum of the principal stresses would be 
fY 0 e 
^1 +^2 = U—- Ajjsin-) 
substituting for principal stresses in Equation 3.8, yields 
w = Çr~'^l '^[[KJ cos -  — A'j^sin-)i/ 
+ (K j  sin ^ + K j j  cos ^ ) v ]  (3.9) 
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where ( = 
By using the relationships 
Û — cos  6i  + s in  $j  
V =  — s in  6i  + cos  Oj  
the coordinate system {p"uv )  can be transferred to the cartesian coordinate system 
(o'a:'i/'), which is more convenient to use, and lies on the image plane with its origin 
at crack tip o'. 
Introducing the above relations into Equation 3.9 and simplifying gives 
w = (r cos-(9 — 
+  ( A y  s i n +  A  c o s  ( 3 . 1 0 )  
As it is shown in Figure 3.5, the vector R' is sum of the vectors r', which is the 
projection of r onto the image plane, and displacement vector w, or 
R' = r' + iv' (3.11 ) 
but . 
r = cos + r sin 
where \m is called the magnification ratio and is given by 
Zj is the distance from the light source to the specimen. 
Substituting for w and F into Equation 3.11, gives 
R'  =  {[Amrcos^^  +  j  cos  ^9  — A ' j r j s in  ^9 ) ] i  
+ [Ajn^ sin ^  + c,>~^/^(A'j sin + A'yj cos (3.12) 
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or 
R'  =  {x ' i  +  y '  j }  
In order that a singular caustic curve to exist on the image plane, it is necessary 
for the i component of vector R' to have a maximum or a minimum value while the 
j component is constant, or, the j component of the vector R' have a maximum or 
a minimum when the i component is constant. For these conditions to be satisfied, 
the Jacobian determinant must be zero. 
or 
f  d x '  
_  d{x  , y  )  
'4 ^ 
[3.13) 
substituting for x '  and y' and evaluation the determinant, yields 
r = = ro (3.14) 
The above equation shows that r  is independent of 0, or, it is a constant denoted 
as ro which is function of Kj, Kjj, Zq-, as well as the material properties of the 
specimen. Therefore tq is the radius of a circle which is the curve formed on the 
specimen under load and is called the initial curve of the caustic. Light from the 
specimen inside and outside this initial curve will map to points outside of the brightly 
lit caustic curve. 
Replacing ro for r in Equation 3.12, the equation of the caustic on the image 
plane would be 
/ r \ Q . . T/- '—5/2 3 —5/2 . 3 , X =  ro[ X m  cos  8  +  ( , K j r o  cos - 9  -  ( , h j j r o  sin -i9] 
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(3.15) 
taking 
and introducing for Tq into the above equation gives 
cos ^61] (3.16) 
with —TT <  0  <  +7r 
Plotting the curve represented by the above equations, as 0  changes from —tt to 
TT, it can be seen that the caustic has the form of a generalized epicycloid. Figure 3.7 
shows the generalized epicycloid for the case when // is taken to be equal to 0, and 1. 
The generalized epicycloid is called the principal envelope, which is the curve 
whose points are at minimum distance from the crack tip. 
Stress intensity factors are found in terms of /(, and material properties by 
rearranging Equation 3.14. 
2 (3.17) 
and 
(3.18) 
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Figure 3.7: Caustics for pL =0, and 1 
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Data Processing Techniques 
In transmission the caustic technique can be employed to record changes in the 
refractive index at the crack tip caused by the presence of stress. Since the relation­
ship between stress and changes in the refractive index for cracked plate is known, 
transmitted caustics can yield information about the stress which is related to mixed-
mode stress intensity factors according to linear-elastic fracture mechanics theory. 
Based on the information contained in the size and shape of the caustics, two tech­
niques for determination of mixed-mode stress intensity factors are discussed in the 
following sections. 
Three-point Deterministic Method 
Based on the Equation 3.16 the size and the shape of the generalized epicycloid 
depends on the ratio of mixed-mode stress intensity factors. Using the same equation, 
the caustic curves for different values of /z can be drawn as shown in Figure 3.8. 
It can be seen from these figures that the only case where the caustic curve is 
symmetric about x-axis is when the ratio of the mode II and mode I stress intensity 
factor [ji = ) is equal to zero and as increases the difference between the two 
diameters Dmax and increases as well (see Figure 3.9). Using the geometry of 
the caustic formed at the crack tip, the evaluation of the stress intensity factors can 
be achieved. 
From Equation 3.16, Figures 3.10 and 3.11 can be developed. Figure 3.10 shows 
the variation of the ratio of the distances 
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Figure 3.8: Mixed mode transmitted caustics 
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Figure 3.9: Definition of different caustic diameters 
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^  ^  (Dmax -  Dmin)  
Dmax  
versus fi. It can be seen from this figure that as the value of ^ reaches to 0.44, f.i 
becomes oo and that is when only mode II is present. Figure 3.11 shows the variation 
of the quantities Smax = Dmax I To, ^ min ~ Dminl^o, and as a function 
of the ratio jj,. 
To determine stress intensity factors, from Equations (3.17) and (3.18), Tq and 
fi need to be found. First the ratio /x is found by making use of the experimentally 
measured value of $ from Figure 3.10. Then the value of fi, introduced into Figure 3.9, 
is used to obtain the factor 6 = (D/r^). This factor can take any of the values 8f-, 
^mini ^max- From this, the radius {tq) of the initial curve can be determined. 
Introducing this value of ro into Equations 3.17 and 3.18, will yield the stress intensity 
factors A'y and Kjj. Therefore, this procedure which is based on the three points 
of the epicycloid, can be used to determine stress intensity factors by measuring the 
two diameters of the caustic curve. 
The Multi-point Over-deterministic Method 
Using the previous method three data points are used to find K j  and K j j .  One 
of the disadvantages of the three-point method is that it may be difficult to locate 
the intersection points of the caustic curve with the negative x-axis, required for the 
determination of the ratio Another disadvantage is the accuracy, since only three 
points are used and the rest of the information about the stress field is ignored. 
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Stress Intensity Factor Ratio /i = 
Figure 3.10: Variation of the ratio ^ versus jx = 
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Figure 3.11: Variation of the factor 6 = ^ versus 
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To use more data points, and reduce the amount of possible error, Younis [104] 
developed a nonlinear least square method which can use a large number of arbitrary 
selected data points and will give accurate results when dealing with reflected caustics. 
This method was later modified [107] to be used with transmitted caustics. In this 
method the exact location of the crack tip is not required to be known and the 
unknowns to be determined are A'j, A'jj, and initial curve radius rg. In this method 
an arbitrary point {xo,yo) is chosen as the estimated location of the crack tip (see 
Figure 3.12). Then the distance {Les) between this point {xo,yo) a-nd the point (p) 
on the caustic curve is determined as follow 
But, using the same figure, the exact distance from the crack tip {xo,yo) to the 
point (p) on the caustic curve, by using law of cosines, is 
where 7 = + <? (see Figure 3.12). 
The unknown quantities Xq , Voi  ro, and Bq will be determined by the least square 
method, or 
Les  — [(3:  — +  [y  — 2 /0)^]^^^  (3.20) 
3 (3.21) 
{Lex  -  Les) i^  — T l  \9 j {^o^xo ,yo ,0o]^  =  min imum (3.22) 
i=l i=l 
where n  is the number of data points and must be larger than 4 and 
= 2 tan~"^.//. 
To minimize the sum of the squares yields 
(3.23) 
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Figure 3.12: Caustic curve associated with multipoint method 
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where A j  =  { r o , X o , y o , ^ o )  
Then, the function gj is expanded as a Taylor series in order to make corrections for 
the initial estimations in the following form 
% 9i+l = 9i + E 
k=l k 
(3.24) 
Combining the above two equations and expressing it in matrix form gives 
IC'Ks} = -[f|[f/{A.4} (3.25) 
where 
C = 
dç]  
dg i  
dg i  
9% 
dgn  
dro  
k 
91 
92 
{5} = ' 
gn 
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and 
{AA} = 
9i — "^( 13 + 12 cos 
Aro 
Axo 
^yo  
Ago 
2)1/2 .,2,1/2 (3.26) 
The values of A.4^ are obtained with matrix manipulation and used to correct the 
previous estimations of Af,. This procedure is repeated until A>4 becomes acceptably 
small. 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
In the previous chapter the theoretical and mathematical principal of the method 
of caustics and data processing techniques has been discussed. In this chapter, details 
such as model material, model geometry, experimental procedure and data collection 
method of the caustic experiment for determination of stress intensity factors will be 
covered. 
Model Material 
There are various model materials available for the experimental method of caus­
tics. Among them are Araldite B, CR-39, Plate Glass, Homalite 100, and PMMA. 
The specimens used in this study were from polymethacrylate (PMMA). This ma­
terial is marketed under the trade names of Plexiglas in Germany and the United 
States, and Perspex in England. It can be purchased at moderate cost in the form 
of flat sheet, round bar, etc., with very well polished surfaces and it is available with 
different thicknesses. The double refraction of plexiglas is so small that the material 
can be assumed to be optically isotropic and thus yields single caustic curves. The 
material has very high shadow-optical sensitivity and a very small plastic zone effect. 
Also it is easy to machine and the precautions normally necessary to prevent cracking 
and chipping are not needed. This makes Plexiglas among the most suitable materi-
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Table 4.1: Properties of plexiglas at room temperature 
Property Symbol Value 
Poisson' ratio u 0.33 
Young's modulus E 4.84 X 10^ Psi  
3.34 
Transmitted stress-optical Ct 0.77 X 10" •6 i i i ^  j ib  
constant 1.11 X 10" 10 
Reflected stress-optical constant 0.68 X 10" 6 in^  j ib  
from the front surface 0.988 X 10 -10 /N  
Reflected stress-optical constant Cr 2.22 X 10" 6 in^ l ib  
from the rear surface 3.22 X IQ-10 
Refractive index n 1.491 
als for static work. The material shows short-time viscoelastic effects. Therefore, its 
relaxation behavior must be taken into account when working with time dependent 
loads. 
Since in transmission arrangements the thickness variation of the plate plays an 
important role in the formation of the caustic curve, the sheet chosen must be free of 
local variations in density and thickness. If these conditions are not met the results 
are not reliable and may lead to incorrect interpretations. The mechanical and optical 
properties of Plexiglas are given in Table 4.1. 
Model Geometry 
The models for this experiment were from a thin plate of transparent material, 
Plexiglas. Two edge cracks were machined into one of the long edges of the rectangular 
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plate 9.5 in long, 1.8 in wide, and 1/8 in thick as shown in Figure 4.1. The straight 
cracks were positioned perpendicular to the edge of the plate with various lengths and 
distances with respect to each other. The line cracks were simulated in the models 
with a fine-pitched thin jewelers slitting saw of 0.006 in thick. The root radius of 
the slit was sufficiently sharp with a radius of curvature close to zero. The ratio 
(crack length/plate width) was kept less than 0.21 so that the far boundary effect 
on the crack tip could be assumed to be negligible. A uniform far-field tensile stress 
across the plate width w, was achieved by making the height/width ratio greater than 
2. All of the test specimens were made from the same sheet of plexiglas. The test 
models used in this research were prepared using the ES M machine shop at Iowa 
State University. 
Special care was taken to ensure that residual stresses after machining were 
negligible. Figure 4.2 is a photograph of one of the models observed through the 
transmitted caustic set up after preparation. As it can be seen, there are neither ap­
preciable residual stresses nor any noticeable edge effects. The geometrical parameters 
of the models are given in Table 4.2. These models were chosen since numerical and 
experimental values of stress intensity factors exist in order to compare the results. 
Procedure 
The experimental set up for analyzing static problems using the method of caus­
tics is fairly simple and there is no need for use of sophisticated equipment for de­
veloping the caustic curves as well as for recording the patterns. The transmitted 
method of caustics for the study of static problems has the simple experimental set 
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Transparent 
Specimen 
Figure 4.1: Model geometry 
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Figure 4.2: Unloaded model observed through transmitted light 
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Table 4.2: Geometrical parameters of specimens 
Specimen 
No. 
s 
(in) 
1 
(in) 
h 
(in) 
lA 0.25 0.25 0.125 
2A 0.25 0.25 0.25 
3A 0.25 0.25 0.375 
4A 0.25 0.25 0.50 
5A 0.25 0.25 0.75 
6A 0.25 0.25 1.50 
IB 0.30 0.40 0.20 
2B 0.30 0.40 0.40 
3B 0.30 0.40 0.60 
4B 0.30 0.40 0.80 
5B 0.30 0.40 1.20 
6B 0.30 0.40 2.40 
up as shown in Figure 4.3. The equipment are: 
- a suitable light source 
- transparent model 
- load frame and load cell 
- recording device 
In this study a monochromatic light emitted from a He-Ne gas laser was used. 
Such a light beam has a greater intensity than an ordinary light beam and can be 
concentrated in the near vicinity of the crack tip model to produce a very clear caustic. 
A lens was used to transform the light beam to a divergent beam. The specimen was 
placed, beyond the focal point of the lens, between the lens and the screen. The light 
is partly transmitted through the specimen and projected on the image plane. 
The models were subjected to a uniaxial tension using the loading frame shown 
in Figure 4.4(a). The loading frame was assembled on a moveable track in the x-y 
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Figure 4.3: Experimental set up 
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plane so that it would be easier to find and adjust the image on the screen. The 
load was applied until the ratio ^ was at least 0.4. Where ro and t are the initial 
caustic curve and model thickness respectively. This was done in order to reduce the 
three dimensional effects. The magnitude of the applied loads were read through a 
load cell with maximum range of 200 lbs and applied loads can be measured within 
1.0% accuracy (see Figure 4.4(b). The load cell and the loading frame are product of 
Photoelastic Division of Measurements Group Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Photographs of the caustic curves produced on the image plane were taken with 
a 35 mm camera loaded with Kodak Tri-x Pan Film (speed: ASA 400). For the 
calibration purposes a transparent sheet of millimeter graph paper was placed on the 
image plane. For each test the distances between the laser and the model and the 
model and the screen were recorded. 
Calibration of Stress-optical Constants 
There are two methods for calibration of the stress-optical constants Cr and Cf. 
One of the techniques uses a cracked plate [108, 109], while the other method uses a 
plate with a circular hole. 
When a plate with a single crack is loaded symmetrically so that only opening 
mode is present, from Equation 3.17, KJ for reflected caustics would be 
A'; = 0.37.35(^ )2 I 26V I (4.1) 
and K J  from transmitted caustics would be 
( a )  
( b )  
Figure 4.4: Loading apparatus (a) Loading frame (b) Load cell 
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Aj = 0.3735(^)2 I I (4.2) 
dividing the above equations and rearranging gives 
= (4.3) 
Du Xt  
On the other hand there exists another equation that relates the mechanical 
constant (Poisson's ratio and modulus of elasticity) and optical constants {C'r and 
C't) which is [110, ill, 112]. 
C'r = Q + 
using the above equations C'r and C'l can be determined. 
Employing this method, maximum transverse diameters of reflected and trans­
parent caustics, Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus, and the two magnification factors 
are needed to be known in order to fined stress-optical constants. 
The other method which uses a plate with a circular hole was developed by 
Younis and Zachary [113]. With this method there is no need to know the material 
properties i/ and E. When the plate with circular hole is subjected a tensile load the 
image caustic equations become 
x — An%ro(cos ^ ^ cos 3^) 
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y ' =  A 7 n ^ o ( s i n ^  +  ^  s i n 3 < ? )  ( 4 . 4 )  
The theoretical and experimental images are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. It has 
been proven that 
C  =  0 . 0 0 1 6 4 8 — q  
(ZotcToa \m ) 
Using the plate with circular hole the maximum diameter from the caustic image and 
the magnification factor are needed. 
In this study the second method was used to find the stress-optical constants. 
They are listed in Table 4.1. 
Data Collection Method 
To determine stress intensity factors using the transmitted caustics there is only 
the outer caustic pattern to analyze. While using the reflected method of caustics 
there are both inner and outer caustic patterns. Therefore, the use of transmitted 
caustics was thought to have limited potentials and the method was almost forgotten. 
There are three different techniques to find stress intensity factors when using 
reflected caustics, they are 
- Angle of symmetry method (see Figure 3.4(b)) 
- Three-point deterministic method 
- Multi-point over-deterministic method 
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INITIAL CURVE 
CAUSTIC 
( a )  
INITIAL CURVE 
CAUSTIC 
( b )  
Figure 4.5: Theoretical caustic image of a circular hole in a plate (a) Transmitted 
(b) Reflected 
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( b )  
Figure 4.6: Experimental caustic images of a circular hole in a plate (a) transmitted 
(b) reflected 
Since there is no inner caustic pattern, when using transmitted method, the 
axis of symmetry (see Figure 3.4(b)) can not be determined. Therefore, the angle of 
symmetry method can not be used to find Kj and Kjj with transmitted caustics. 
In this study, as one of the first steps in bringing up the method of transmitted 
caustics, stress intensity factors are determined using both three-point deterministic 
and multi-point over-deterministic least squares techniques. Both techniques are fully 
described in Chapter 3. Here, data collection procedures and the computer programs 
used are described. 
Three-point Method 
In this technique, a scaling factor between the photographs taken of the loaded 
models and the actual distance on the image plane is established by measuring the 
distance between two grid points on the photographs. Then the actual distance 
between these two points is divided by the measured distance to give the length 
scaling factor. So any length measured on the photographs needs to be multiplied by 
this scaling factor to give the actual length on the image plane. 
The lengths and Dmax are found using the photographs (see Figure 4.7). 
The diameters and Dmax) on the image plane are found by multiplying the 
measured diameters by the scaling factor. Then, with the help of Figures 3.10, and 
3.11 the values of n and ro are determined. Introducing these values into Equa­
tions 3.17 and 3.18, stress intensity factors Kj and Kjj are found. 
majc 
Figure 4.7: Distances used in three-point method 
Multi-point Method 
To find stress intensity factors from the caustic pattern, using multi-point method, 
it is necessary to solve for the coefficients of the power series of Equation 3.22 by over-
deterministic least squares method. The number of point-sets collected must be more 
than the sum of the number of coefficients used. 
Over-deterministic least squares method which was developed by Younis [104] 
has been modified to work for transmitted caustics [107]. All the data collection 
n  n  
and processing were done on a (11 x 11 ) Tektronix 4957 graphics digitizing tablet 
connected to a 4107 Tektronix terminal through an interface. The set up is shown in 
Figure 4.8. 
The Tektronix graphics tablet converts graphic information into digital form 
suitable for entry into a computer. It works by letting the operator move a cursor to 
a position on the tablet. The tablet then calculates the cursor location and sends the 
coordinates of its position to the computer terminal. The tablet resolution is 1000 
points per inch (0.001 inches/point). 
In the analysis used in this research, 20 to 40 data points [x',y') were taken in a 
distributed fashion over the caustic pattern for each crack tip. These data were then 
used as input to the least squares algorithm to obtain a best fit set of coefficients. The 
block diagram shown in Figure 4.9 shows the steps taken to determine the unknowns. 
The program DIGITIZE is used to collect caustic pattern data from the pho­
tographs of the stressed model. First the system set up is done by establishing the 
origin of the coordinate system, the work space, the crack direction, and a length-
scaling factor. The origin of the coordinate system is taken as the initial guess of 
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HOST COMPUTER 
TERMINAL 
CUR SOR 
DIGITIZING 
TABLET 
Figure 4.8: Computer set up 
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Output 
Plots the caustic pattern 
Program: BACKPLOT 
Input 
Photo, of caustic pattern 
Calculates the unknowns 
fi. To by the 
least squares method 
Program: TCAUSTIC 
Sets up the system 
Reads material properties 
Collects data 
Program: DIGITIZE 
Figure 4.9: Block diagram of data analysis programs 
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the crack tip {xo,yo)- The initial estimation for the radius of the initial circle (ro) 
is done by entering the end points of the minimum caustic curve diameter. Then the 
program takes the initial estimation of ro as The initial estimation for the 
last unknown, //, is always taken to be zero by the program. 
The length-scaling factor correctly relates the distances on the digitizing tablet 
with the actual length on the photographs. Length-scaling factor is performed by 
placing a transparent grid sheet on the image plane before taking the photographs. 
The grid on the photographs are used for calibration procedure. Two points on the 
grid, with a known distance from each other, are chosen. The coordinates of these 
two points are entered by using the cursor. From these two points, the length on 
the digitizing tablet corresponding to a known distance on the image plane is found. 
Then the points on the caustic pattern are digitized and stored in a data Ale. This 
stored data are then retrieved for analysis using the least squares over-deterministic 
analysis program called TCAUSTIC. The best estimate of the unknowns Tq and ^ 
are found through iterations. 
Based on the obtained values of the tq  and yu, the program BACKPLOT, regen­
erates the caustic pattern. Also, these stored data points are shown on the computer 
generated pattern for comparison. The above mentioned programs are in the Ap­
pendix. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimentally recorded caustic pattern is not a sharp bright line as shown 
in Figure 5.1. Rather it appears like a light band. The sharpness of the bright line 
depends on the light source used and the experimental set up. To adequately record 
the shadow pattern, a light source should be used that shows the essential features of 
a point source. As shown in Figure 5.2 (a), if an area light source at a short distance 
from the specimen is used the caustic pattern appears to be a very thick, nonsharp, 
and fuzzy. To narrow the caustic band, a small aperture can be used at a large 
distance (Zj) from the specimen, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). The correct data are 
obtained by using the mean diameters of the caustic band as if a point light source 
is used (see Figure 5.2 (a)). 
The Effect of the Applied Load 
The existing numerical and experimental results, [104, 114], do not indicate the 
applied load. So, the effect of the applied load needs to be studied before taking 
any data. To do this a single-edge cracked plate, with the same geometry as the 
other models used in this study, was loaded and photographs of the transmitted 
caustic curves were taken at different loading stages. As shown in Figure 5.3, the 
data extracted from the recorded caustic patterns depends on the intensity of the 
Figure ô.l: Transmitted caustic band 
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Figure 5.2: Caustic pattern due to use of an area light source 
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0.30 in 
a = 0.35 m 
0.50 
Figure 5.3: The effect of the applied load 
load applied. So, it is very important to find the regions where the data can be taken 
with confidence. From the experimental results it can be concluded that rojt should 
be greater than 0.4 in order to have reliable results. 
Three-point Deterministic Results 
To evaluate stress intensity factors for models A and B the mean diameters 
and Dmax of the caustic band are found. Using Equation 3.19, and with the help 
of graphs 3.10 and 3.11, Kj and Kjj are determined. The dimensionless values of 
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and &re compared with the available values from reflected caustics [104] 
and numerical displacement discontinuity methods [114]. 
where 
K j ^  =  c r y / w a  
(7 is applied stress 
a is the crack length 
The results are tabulated in Table 5.1. The s and 1 in the specimen no. indicates 
that the values are for the short and long cracks, respectively. 
Multi-point Over-deterministic Results 
To find mixed mode stress intensity factors only three points were used. An error 
in locating these three points would cause error in calculating Kj and A/j- To use 
more data points, to reduce the possible error, the over-deterministic method which 
was developed and discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 was employed. 
To check the over-deterministic method, a known value of // and A'j was used to 
generate a caustic curve using the computer program BACKPLOT (see Figure 5.4). 
Then the programs discussed in previous chapter were used to find Kj and Kjj for 
the computer generated caustic curve. The result, shown in Table 5.2, shows that 
the number of data points does not play an important role so long as more than 20 
points are used. The stress intensity factors for the computer generated caustic curve 
are found and shown in the same table using three-point method for comparison. 
After examining the technique on a computer generated caustic curve, this tech­
nique was used to find stress intensity factors for models A and B. The number of data 
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Table 5.1: Experimental and numerical results (three-point method) 
Specimen 
No. Exp. (R)' ® Num. Exp. (T)^ Exp. (R) Num. Exp. (T) 
lA 0.74 0.797 0.725 0.16 0.152 0.175 
2 A 0.877 0.85 0.857 0.131 0.1.32 0.150 
3 A 0.904 Oj#5 1.003 0.117 0.109 0.158 
4A 0.890 0.915 0.920 0.093 0.085 0.115 
5 A 0.94 0.96 0.931 0.057 0.054 0.000 
6 A 1.043 1.052 1.022 0.0109 0.012 0.000 
IBs 0.42 0.397 0.410 0.168 0.172 0.163 
2Bs 0.650 0.6.35 0.809 0.144 0.1.58 0.175 
3Bs 0.706 0.745 0.830 0.128 0.126 0.1.39 
4Bs 0.836 0.819 0.880 0.0867 0.09.39 0.102 
5Bs 0.91 0.92 0.979 0.054 0.0.53 0.035 
6Bs 1.054 1.048 1.180 0.0108 0.011 0.00 
IBl 1.09 1.062 1.180 0.045 0.049 0.00 
2B1 1.028 1.010 1.140 0.081 0.075 0.00 
3B1 0.950 0.995 1.121 0.069 0.0705 0.00 
4B1 1.010 0.998 1.120 0.061 0.0.582 0.00 
5B1 1.03 1.04 1.150 0.036 0.037 0.00 
6B1 1.086 1.080 1.180 0.00 0.0072 0.00 
^Reflected. 
Transmitted. 
Table 5.2: Results of computer generated caustic 
Over-deterministic method Three-point method 
No. pts A'f AVf Amro K f  K f f  
5 0.395 0.21409 433.6 171.3 
10 0.405 0.21389 431.0 174.6 
15 0.403 0.21345 429.2 173.0 
20 0.399 0.21.3.52 430.1 171.6 
25 0.399 0.21358 430.3 171.7 0.36 0.21614 451.5 162.5 
30 0.399 0.21.364 430.6 171.8 
35 0.400 0.21.349 429.8 171.9 
40 0.399 0.21.342 429.6 171.4 
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/i = 0.400 
^mi'o= 0.2135.3 
KJ = 430.0 
Kjf = 172.0 
Symbol No. Pts. 
0 
o 
X 
• 
c 
0 
X 
0 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Total No. 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
Pts. 
Figure 5.4: Computer generated Caustics 
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Table 5.3: Experimental and numerical results (multi-point method) 
Specimen AV/A'/, A'/Z/'A'/o A'/z/A'/o ^11 
No. Exp. (R)G Num. Exp. (T)^ Exp. (R) Num. Exp. (T) 
lA 0.74 0.797 0.751 0.16 0.L52 0.156 
2A 0.877 0.85 0.841 0.131 0.132 0.135 
3 A 0.904 0.885 0.891 0.117 0.109 0.111 
4A 0.890 0.915 0.882 0.093 0.085 0.098 
5 A 0.94 0.96 0.930 0.057 0.054 0.060 
6 A 1.043 1.052 1.034 0.0109 0.012 0.014 
IBs 0.42 0.397 0.360 0.168 0.172 0.170 
2Bs 0.650 0.635 0.621 0.144 0.158 0.155 
3Bs 0.706 0.745 0.764 0.128 0.126 0.124 
4Bs 0.836 0.819 0.819 0.0867 0.0939 0.095 
5Bs 0.91 0.92 0.930 0.054 0.053 0.040 
6Bs 1.054 1.048 1.041 0.0108 0.011 0.012 
IBl 1.09 1.062 1.093 0.045 0.049 0.524 
2B1 1.028 1.010 1.011 0.081 0.075 0.080 
3B1 0.950 0.995 1.050 0.069 0.0705 0.075 
4B1 1.010 0.998 1.001 0.061 0.0582 0.062 
5B1 1.03 1.04 1.000 0.036 0.037 0.040 
6Bl 1.086 1.080 1.075 0.00 0.0072 0.010 
^Reflected. 
Transmitted. 
points taken for each crack tip were between 20 to 40. Each crack tip was examined 
4 to 6 times and the results are averaged and tabulated (shown in Table 5.3). In Fig­
ures 5.5 through 5.10, variations of dimensionless normalized KjjKj^ and 
with t/h are shown. The results from reflected method and three-point method are 
plotted on the same figures for comparison. 
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Figure 5.5: Experimental and numerical versus h j a  for model A 
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Figure 5.8: Experimental and numerical K J J /K J Q  versus h / a  for model B tip 1 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
Through this research, the validity and usefulness of the experimental method of 
transmitted caustics, when dealing with cracks, has been shown and the results are 
used to complement the results of the previous investigations at Iowa State University. 
Also, it has been demonstrated that the method of transmitted caustics is a viable 
tool for estimating the stress intensity factors for cracks. 
The major difficulty in the transmitted method of caustics was the determination 
of mixed mode stress intensity factors. That is because the transmitted method of 
caustics is restricted to the transmitted part of the light through the transparent 
specimen, therefore, the information gained is less than that of reflected caustics and 
the caustic size is smaller than the caustic formed by the reflected light. So, the use 
of transmitted caustics was thought to have limited potential and for this reason and 
others, the method was almost forgotten. 
In this research stress intensity factors were determined using the transmitted 
method of caustics. Twelve sets of models, used for this experiment, were from a 
thin plate of transparent material, Plexiglas. Two edge cracks were machined into 
one of the long edges of the rectangular model. The straight cracks were positioned 
perpendicular to the edge of the plate with various lengths and distances with respect 
to each other. The line cracks were simulated in the models with a flne-pitched thin 
jewelers slitting saw of 0.006 in thick. A uniform far-field tensile stress across the 
plate width w, was achieved by making the height/width greater than 2. 
The interaction between two equal and different length parallel edge cracks has 
been successfully studied by past researchers experimentally and numerically. The 
main idea for performing the experiment for those cases, which have already been 
done by others before, was to check the validity of the experimental method of trans­
mitted caustics and to see the reliability of the developed over-deterministic least 
squares method for extracting mixed mode stress intensity factors from the transmit­
ted caustic pattern. 
The existing numerical and experimental results, [104, 114], do not indicate the 
applied load. So, the effect of the applied load was studied before taking any data. 
To do that a single-edge cracked plate was loaded and the normalized stress intensity 
factor was found at different loading stages. It was found that the data extracted from 
the recorded caustic patterns depends on the intensity of the load applied. The regions 
where the data can be taken with confidence was found. From the experimental results 
it was concluded that rojt should be greater than 0.4 in order to have reliable results. 
There are three different techniques to find stress intensity factors when using 
reflected caustics. But with the method of transmitted caustics, since only the outer 
caustic pattern is available, two of the three techniques are applicable. Namely, three-
point deterministic and over-deterministic techniques. 
The exactness and accuracy of these two techniques were checked on a computer 
generated caustic pattern with known values of KJ and KJJ. The percentage dif­
ference for KJ from three point method was 5% while from multi-point method was 
less than 0.025% when 20 points were used. So, it is concluded that the three point 
method is not very accurate while with multi-point method the results are improved 
dramatically and is very close to exact values. The results are presented in Table 5.2. 
The normalized mixed mode stress intensity factors were determined by using 
current three-point deterministic method for each crack tip. The results are presented 
in Table 5.1 and compared with the available values from reflected caustics [104] and 
numerical displacement discontinuity method [114]. The technique did not yield very 
accurate results as was anticipated. 
To find stress intensity factors from the caustic pattern, using multi-point over-
deterministic method, three computer programs were developed. The program DIG­
ITIZE was used to collect data. All the data collection and processing were done 
I f  f t  
on a (11 X 11 ) Textronix 4957 graphics digitizing tablet. For each crack tip 20 to 
40 data points {x',y') were taken in a distributed fashion over the caustic pattern. 
The program DIGITIZE stores the initial estimation of unknown parameters as well. 
When examining the solution methods on the computer generated caustic pattern, 
it was noticed that as long as the crack tip {xo,yo) is estimated within the initial 
circle the program works. Also, The initial estimation for the radius of the initial 
circle (ro) must be greater than zero and must not be greater than the exact value 
of To- The collected data were used in a second program "TCAUSTIC" to generate 
a set of over-deterministic equations. With a set of KJ and KJJ^ values in hand, 
they were used in a third program "BACKPLOT" to regenerate and plot the caustic 
pattern. Also the stored data points are shown on the computer generated pattern 
for comparison. 
The results are presented in Table 5.3. From the consistent results obtained, 
it is concluded that the experimental method using transmitted caustics yields high 
accuracy of measurement, but is still easy to apply. Another important conclusion 
is that the over-deterministic technique is very reliable when used with transmitted 
method of caustics. 
The results from three-point method, multi-point method, and from previous in­
vestigations for models A and B, are shown in Figures .5.5 through 5.10 for comparison. 
As shown, for both equal length cracks and unequal length cracks the transmitted 
method of caustics yields very accurate results. 
The main advantage of the transmitted method over the reflected method is 
that for plane stress and plane strain, the caustics from the transmitted light and 
reflected light from the front surface of the specimen are basically the same and the 
only difference is the values of optical constants. Therefore all the analysis for a 
transmitted caustics applicable to nontransparent materials with a mirrored surface, 
while the reflected caustics can only be applied to transparent materials. 
As for future investigation, the technique could be extended to determine the 
mixed mode stress intensity factors from nontransparent materials using reflected 
method of caustics. 
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APPENDIX A. PROGRAM DIGITIZE 
THE PROGRAM WILL INITIALLY DISCRETIZE INDIVIDUAL 
POINTS THEN GRAPHICALLY DISPLAY THE OUTPUT 
REAL PX(1),PY(1) 
CHARACTER ANS*12,ANSB*3,NGFM*12,DFTRF*12,DAT*3,MDB*3 
CHARACTER Tl*51,T2*51,T3*51,T4*51,T5*51 
CHARACTER TD2*39,CDFTRF*26,TD1*27 
COMMON /BLK3/ XO,YO.PXMAX.PXMIN.PYMAX.PYMIN 
COMMON /MENU/ XI,Y1,X2,X4,Y4 
COMMON /UNITl/ ISET,ITEMP,ITSET,IREDW 
COMMON /ABELL/ IBELL 
COMMON /DAT/ DFTRF 
IREDW = 40 
ITSET = 30 
ITEMP = 20 
ISET = 10 
IBELL = 1 
IPOT = 0 
XI = 70.0 
X4 = 115.0 
Y1 = -85.0 
Y4 = -40.0 
TDl = 'ISU - Engineering Mechacins' 
IDIG1= 27 
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TD2 = 'T4957 > 4107 Communications Program.' 
IDIG2 = 39 
T1 ='IW THIS PROGRAM THERE ARE FOUR OPTIONS AS FOLLOWS 
T2 ='T0 EXIT ENTER —> EXIT, EX, OR E ' 
T3 ='T0 DIGITIZE ENTER —> DIGTZ, DIG, OR D ' 
T4 ='T0 ERASE SREAN ENTER —> ERASE OR ER ' 
T5 ='T0 PRINT TAB MENU ENTER —> MENU OR MEN ' 
ITT=51 
CALL GRSTRT(4107,1) 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL TXTCLR(2) 
CALL MOVE(30.0,90.0) 
CALL TXQUAL(4) 
CALL TXSIZE(0,1.7,5.50) 
CALL TEXT(IDIG1,TD1) 
CALL TXSIZE(0,1.5,3.0) 
CALL M0VE(20.0,80.0) 
CALL TEXT(IDIG2,TD2) 
CALL TXTCLR(3) 
CALL TXSIZE(1,0.0,0.0) 
CALL M0VE(O.0,53.0) 
CALL TEXT(ITT,Tl) 
CALL MOVE(0.0,45.0) 
CALL TEXT(ITT,T2) 
CALL MOVE(0.0,40.0) 
CALL TEXT(ITT,T3) 
CALL M0VE(O.0,35.0) 
CALL TEXT(ITT,T4) 
CALL M0VE(O.0,30.0) 
CALL TEXT(ITT,T5) 
CALL TXTCLR(6) 
CALL M0VE(O.0,20.0) 
CDFTRF = 'DATA FILE NAME -> ' 
IDR = 18 
CALL TEXT(IDR,CDFTRF) 
CALL CMCLOS 
READ(*,'(A)')DFTRF 
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OPEN (UNIT=ISET,FILE=DFTRF//'.SET',STATUS='NEW') 
31 CONTINUE 
PRINT 30 
READ(*,60)ANS 
IF (ANS.EQ.' ') GO TO 31 
IF ((ANS.EQ.'EXIT').OR.(ANS.EQ.'exit').OR.(ANS.EQ.'E').OR. 
1 (ANS.EQ.'e').OR.(ANS.EQ.'EX').OR.(ANS.EQ.'ex')) THEN 
GO TO 20 
END IF 
IDECF = 0 
CALL DECISION(ANS,IDECF,IPOT) 
IF (IDECF.EQ.l) THEN 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL CMCLOS 
PRINT 40,ANS 
IDECF = 0 
GO TO 31 
END IF 
CALL CMCLOS 
GO TO 31 
20 PRINT 50 
READ(*,60) ANS 
IF ((ANS.EQ.'y').OR.(ANS.EQ.'Y')) THEN 
CALL RESET(DUMMY) 
STOP ' NORMAL END OF JOB' 
ELSE 
GO TO 31 
END IF 
CALL GRSTOP 
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30 FORMAT(' ',',$) 
40 FORMAT(' ',A7,' IS NOT A VALID RESPONSE./IX.'RESPOND 
2 5X,'DIG, EX, ER, OR MEN') 
50 FORMAT(' ',' EXIT PROGRAM ? <Y OR N> ',$) 
60 F0RMAT(A12) 
END 
SUBROUTINE ERASE 
CALL NEWPAG 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DECISION(ANS,IDECF,IPOT) 
CHARACTER*? ANS 
INTEGER IDECF 
IF ((ANS.EQ.'DIGTZ').OR.(ANS.EQ.'digtz').OR.(ANS.EQ. 
1 'D').OR.(ANS.EQ.'dig').or.(ANS.EQ.'DIG')) THEN 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL DIGTZ(IPOT) 
GO TO 10 
ELSE IF ((ANS.EQ.'MENU').OR.(ANS.EQ.'menu').OR. 
1 (ANS.EQ.'MEN').OR.(ANS.EQ.'men')) THEN 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL MENU 
GO TO 10 
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ELSE IF ((ANS.EQ.'ERASE').OR.(ANS.EQ.'erase').OR. 
1 (ANS.Eq.'ER').OR.(ANS.EQ.'er')) THEN 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL NEWPAG 
GO TO 10 
ELSE 
IDECF = 1 
END IF 
10 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DIGTZ(IPOT) 
REAL PX(1),PY(1).XSIZE.YSIZE 
REAL XS(1),YS(1) 
CHARACTER*? ANS.DIG*15 
CHARACTER LDY*18.LDX*18.LURC*25,LLCWS*38 
CHARACTER DP0FC*49 
CHARACTER MDEF*26.DTB1*27.DTB2*34.DFTRF*12.L0*14 
COMMON /BLK3/ XO.YO,PXMAX.PXMIN.PYMAX.PYMIN 
COMMON /MENU/ XI.Y1.X2.X4.Y4 
COMMON /UNITl/ ISET.ITEMP.ITSET.IREDW 
COMMON /ABELL/ IBELL 
COMMON /SCR/ XSCL.YSCL 
COMMON /DAT/ DFTRF 
OPEN (UNIT=ITEMP.FILE='TEMP.SCR'.STATUS='SCRATCH') 
OPEN (UNIT=ITSET.FILE='TSET.SCR'.STATUS='SCRATCH') 
OPEN (UNIT=IREDW.FILE='REDW.SCR'.STATUS='SCRATCH') 
CALL MILLIM 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL PAD 
CALL MENU 
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MDEF = ' Define menue space on pad' 
DTBl = ' by locating lower left and' 
DTB2 = ' upper right corners respectively.' 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL M0VE(-100.0,0.0) 
CALL TXFCUR(l) 
CALL TEXT(26,MDEF) 
CALL TXFCUR(l) 
CALL TEXT(27,DTB1) 
CALL TXFCUR(l) 
CALL TEXT(34,DTB2) 
CALL SETGIM(2) 
CALL L0CATE(1,PX,PY,IJK.IKJ) 
CALL BELL 
X1=PX(1) 
Y1=PY(1) 
CALL MARKER(X1,Y1,0) 
CALL LaCATE(l,PX,PY,IJK,IKJ) 
CALL BELL 
X4=PX(1) 
Y4=PY(1) 
CALL MARKER(X4,Y4,0) 
CALL MENU 
CALL M0VE(-100.0,80.0) 
CALL TXFCUR(2) 
CALL TXQUAL(4) 
LLCWS = 'LOCATE LOWER LEFT CORNER OF WORK SPACE' 
CALL TEXT(38,LLCWS) 
CALL LOCATE(1,PX,PY,IDAT,IGOT) 
CALL BELL 
CALL MARKER(PX,PY,0) 
PXMIN = PX(1) 
PYMIN = PY(1) 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL MARKER(PXMIN,PYMIN,0) 
CALL M0VE(-100.0,80.0) 
LURC = 'LOCATE UPPER RIGHT CORNER' 
CALL TEXT(25,LURC) 
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CALL LOCATE(1,PX.PY,IDAT,IG0T) 
IF (IBELL.EQ.l) CALL BELL 
CALL MARKER(PX.PY.O) 
PXMAX = PX(1) 
PYMAX = PY(1) 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL MARKER(PXMIN.PYMIN.O) 
CALL MARKER(PXMAX.PYMAX.O) 
CALL MOVE(-100.0.80.0) 
LO = 'LOCATE ORIGIN.' 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(14,L0) 
CALL LOCATE(l.PX.PY.IU.IGOT) 
CALL BELL 
CALL MARKER(PX(1).PY(1).0) 
XO = PX(1) 
YD = PY(1) 
CALL MOVE(-100.0,80.0) 
DPOFC='DIGITIZE POINT OPPOSITE TO USE FOR TRANSFORMATION.' 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(49.DP0FC) 
CALL LOCATE(l.PX.PY.IU.IGOT) 
CALL BELL 
CALL MARKER(PX(1),PY(1).0) 
XIP = PX(1) 
YIP = PY(1) 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL MARKER(PXMIN.PYMIN.O) 
CALL MARKER(PXMAX.PYMAX.O) 
CALL MARKER(XO.YO.O) 
CALL M0VE(-100.0.80.0) 
CALL TXFCUR(2) 
LDX = 'LARGEST X DIM. -> ' 
CALL TXQUAL(4) 
CALL TEXTdS.LDX) 
CALL CMCLOS 
READ*.XSIZE 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL M0VE(-100.0,73.0) 
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LDY = 'LARGEST Y DIM. -> ' 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(18,LDY) 
CALL CMCLOS 
READ*,YSIZE 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL SCREEN-SETUP 
CALL MENU 
CALL AXIS 
CALL SCREEN 
CALL MOVE(PXMIN+10.0,YSCL-2.0) 
DIG = 'Digitize Points' 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(15.DIG) 
THETA = ATAN((YIP-YO)/(XIP-XO)) 
100 CALL PAD 
CALL LOCATE(l.PX.PY,ID,IG) 
CALL SCREEN 
X = PX(1) 
Y = PY(1) 
IF (((X.GE.Xl).AND.(X.LE.X2)).AND.((Y.LE.Y4).AND. 
1 (Y.GE.Yl))) THEN 
CALL REDRAW(IPOT) 
GO TO 100 
ELSE IF (((X.GE.X2).AND.(X.LE.X4)).AND.((Y.LE.Y4).AND. 
1 (Y.GE.Yl))) THEN 
GO TO 110 
ELSE IF (((X.GE.PXMIN).AND.(X.LE.PXMAX)).AND.((Y.GE.PYMIN) 
1 .AND. (Y.LE.PYMAX))) THEN 
CALL BELL 
IPOT = IPOT + 1 
CALL MARKER(X,Y,0) 
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XTRANS = (X-XO)*COS(THETA) + (Y-YO)*SIN(THETA) 
YTRANS = (Y-YO)*COS(THETA) - (X-XO)*SIN(THETA) 
XROT = X*CQS(THETA) + Y*SIN(THETA) 
YROT = Y*COS(THETA) - X*SIN(THETA) 
WRITE(ITSET,*)IPOT,XROT,YROT 
WRITE(IREDW,*)X,Y 
GO TO 100 
ELSE 
GO TO 100 
END IF 
110 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE THE LARGEST X AND Y VALUES 
REWIND ITSET 
REWIND ITEM? 
ISPC = INDEX(DFTRF,' ') - 1 
WRITEdSET,*)'FILE NAME -> DFTRF(1 : ISPC)//'. SET' 
WRITE(ISET,434)XO,YO,THETA*180.0/3.14159 
434 FORMAT(/' DEVICE COORDINATES'//' X ORGIN ->',F8.3,/' Y ORGIN ' 
1 '->',F8.3,/' ROTATION ANGLE CALCULATED AS ->'.F8.3/) 
DO III = l.IPOT 
READ(ITEMP,*)I,X.Y 
READ(ITSET,*)II,XX,YY 
PXART = X/XLRGE 
PYART = Y/YLRGE 
IF ((PXART.GT.0.0).AND.(PXART.LT.0.005)) PXART = 0.0 
IF ((PYART.GT.0.0).AND.(PYART.LT.0.005)) PYART = 0.0 
PXARR = PXART*XSIZE 
PYARR = PYART*YSIZE 
WRITE(ISET,200)II,XX,YY 
END DO 
RETURN 
200 F0RMAT(I3,1X,2(1X.F10.5)) 
I l l  
300 F0RMAT(A12) 
400 FORMAT('POTENTIAL FOR DIVISION BY ZERO IN DETERMINING' 
1 /' COORDINATES X AND Y FOR MODEL') 
END 
SUBROUTINE MENU 
REAL XMN(l),YMN(1),XL0C(15).YL0C(15) 
CHARACTER MEN*4,DEF*11,F0R*6,C0N*11,RED*6,qD*5,TR*5 
CHARACTER BR*3,CR*3,DS*4,CX*1,CY*1,CT*1,qU*4 
COMMON /BLK3/X0,YO,PXMAX,PXMIN,PYMAX,PYMIN 
COMMON /MENU/ XI.Y1,X2,X4,Y4 
COMMON /DEV/ IDEV.IOPT 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL NEWPAG 
IF (IBELL.EQ.l) CALL BELL 
DRAW MENU BOX 
X2 = (Xl+X4)*0.5 
CALL MOVE(XI,Y4) 
CALL MARKER(X4.Y4,6) 
CALL DRAW(X4,YD 
CALL DRAW(X1,Y1) 
CALL MARKER(X1,Y1,6) 
CALL DRAW(X1,Y4) 
CALL MOVE(XI,YM) 
CALL DRAW(X4,YM) 
CALL M0VE(X2,YM) 
CALL DRAW(X2,Y1) 
IMEN = 4 
MEN = 'Menu' 
IRED = 6 
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RED = 'ReDraw' 
IQU = 4 
qU = 'Quit' 
XMENU = X2-2.5 
YMENU = (Y4 + YM)*0.5 
CALL MOVE(XMENU,YMENU) 
CALL TXqUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(IMEN,MEN) 
XLS = X1+(X2-X1)/10.0 
YRED = (YM + Yl)*0.5 
CALL MOVE(XLS,YRED) 
CALL TEXT(IRED,RED) 
XRS = X2+(X4-X2)/10.0 
CALL MOVE(XRS,YRED) 
CALL TEXT(IQU,QU) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REDRAW(IPOT) 
REAL X,Y 
COMMON /UNITl/ ISET,ITEMP,STEMP,IREDW 
CALL PAD 
CALL MENU 
CALL AXIS 
CALL SCREEN 
REWIND IREDW 
10 READ(IREDW,*,END=99)X,Y 
CALL MARKER(X.Y.D) 
GO TO 10 
99 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE AXIS 
COMMON /BLK3/ XORG.YORG.XMAX.XMIN.YMAX.YMIN 
COMMON /SCR/ XSCL.YSCL 
CALL SCREEN 
CALL MOVE(XMIN+1.0,YMIN+1.0) 
CALL DRAW(XMIN+3.0,YMIN+1.0) 
CALL MOVE(XMIM+1.0,YMIN+1.0) 
CALL DRAW(XMIM+1.0.YMIN+3.0) 
CALL LABEL(XMIN.YMIN,XMAX.YMAX) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LABEL(XMIN,YMIN.XMAX.YMAX) 
CHARACTER*! AX.AY 
AX = 'X' 
AY = >Y'  
X = XMIN 
Y = YMIN 
CALL M0VE(X+3.2,Y+0.1) 
CALL TXQUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(1.AX) 
CALL M0VE(X+0.1,Y+3.2) 
CALL TXQUAL(4) 
CALL TEXT(1.AY) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SCREEN-SETUP 
COMMON /BLK3/ XORG.YORG.XMAX,XMIN,YMAX.YMIN 
COMMON /SCR/XSCL,YSCL 
IF ((XMAX-XMIN).GT.(YMAX-YMIN)) THEN 
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YSCL = (100.0/131.0)*(XMAX-XMIN) + YMIN 
XSCL = XMAX 
ELSE 
XSCL = 1.31*(YMAX-YMIN) + XMIN 
YSCL = YMAX 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PAD 
CALL WINDOW(-120.0,120.0,-90.0,90.0) 
CALL VWPGRT(0.0,240.0,0.0,180.0) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SCREEN 
COMMON /BLK3/X0RG,YORG,XMAX,XMIN,YMAX,YMIN 
COMMON /SCR/XSCL,YSCL 
CALL WINDOW(-160.0,160.0,-90.0,90.0) 
CALL VWP0RT(0.0,240.0,0.0,180.0) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RESET(DUMMY) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c 
C This subroutine will send the escape sequences required 
C to configure the terminal to the stsindard configuration. 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C 
C Variables 
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C 
C TERMY ; a character variable that holds the terminal type 
C 
C TERMY Terminal type 
C 
C 4107 Tektronix 4107 
C 
C ESC: a character variable that holds the escape character 
C CMAP: a vector containing the HLS values for the current 
C color index 
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CHARACTER*! ESC 
REAL*4 CMAP(3) 
C Use CHAR routine to set ESC equal to the escape character 
ESC = CHAR(27) 
C Make sure the 4107 is in TEK mode by calling GRSTRT 
CALL GRSTRT( 4107, 1 ) 
C Set flagging protocol 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'NF1' 
C Set transmit delay time to 0 milliseconds 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'ND0' 
C Set queue size to 304 bytes 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'KQSO' 
C Set End Of Message characters 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'NC=:' 
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C Set Bypass Cancel Character to the Null character 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'NUO' 
C Set copier interface for 4690 series Tek copier 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'QD2' 
C Set hardcopy size 
WRITE(6,100) ESCZ/'QAO' 
C Set dialog area hardcopy attributes 
WRITE(6,100) ESC/Z'QLIOO' 
C Make the dialog area invisible 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'LV0' 
C Set dialog area index 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'LI100' 
C Change the number of dialog lines to 32 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'LLB0' 
C Set the dialog buffer size to 32 lines 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'LBB0' 
C Enable the dialog area 
WRITE(6.100) ESC//'KA1' 
C Make the dialog area visible again to incorporate these cheinges 
WRITE(6.100) ESC//'LV1' 
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C Set graphic text orientation to horizontal 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'MROO' 
C Set alphammeric cursor style 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'TD33' 
C Set color mode to HLS, with opaque operation 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//'TM311' 
C Set dialog area color map 
C Index Hue Lightness Saturation 
C 
C 0 0 0 0 
C 1 0 70 0 C 2 120 50 100 
C 3 240 50 100 
C 4 330 60 100 
C 5 300 50 100 
C 6 60 50 100 
C 7 180 50 100 
WRITE(6.100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
WRITE(6.100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
WRITE(6,100) ESC// 
TF40000' 
TF410D60' 
TF42G8C2F4' 
TF4300C2F4' 
TF44T;C<F4' 
TF45R<C2F4' 
TF46C<C2F4' 
TF47K4C2F4' 
C Set graphics surface color map 
C Index Hue Lightness Saturation 
C 
C 0 0 0 0 
C 1 0 100 0 
C 2 120 50 100 
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C 3 240 50 100 
C 4 0 50 100 
C 5 300 50 100 
C 6 60 50 100 
C 7 180 50 100 
C 8 150 80 100 
C 9 210 50 100 
C 10 270 50 100 
C 11 330 50 100 
C 12 30 50 100 
C 13 90 50 100 
C 14 0 33 0 
C 15 0 66 0 
C ITYPE = 3 specifies the HLS color mode 
C INDEX = the current color index 
C CMAP(l) = hue, CMAP(2) = lightness, CMAP(3) = saturation 
ITYPE = 3 
DO 10 INDEX = 0, 15 
C Set CMAP values for the current INDEX 
IF( INDEX .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
CHAP(l) = 0 
CMAP(2) = 0 
CMAP(3) = 0 
ELSE IF( INDEX .EQ 1 ) 
CMAP(l) = 0 
CMAP(2) = 100 
CMAP(3) = 0 
ELSE IF( INDEX .EQ 2 ) 
CMAP(l) = 120 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX .EQ 3 ) 
CMAP(l) = 240 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 0 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 300 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 60 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 180 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 150 
CMAP(2) = 80 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 210 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 270 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 330 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 30 
CMAP(2) = 50 
CMP (3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX 
CMAP(l) = 90 
CMAP(2) = 50 
.EQ. 4 ) THEN 
.EQ. 5 ) THEN 
.EQ. 6 ) THEN 
.EQ. 7 ) THEN 
.EQ. 8 ) THEN 
.EQ. 9 ) THEN 
.EQ. 10 ) THEN 
.EQ. 11 ) THEN 
.EQ. 12 ) THEN 
.EQ. 13 ) THEN 
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CMAP(3) = 100 
ELSE IF( INDEX .EQ. 14 ) THEN 
CMAP(l) = 0 
CMAP(2) = 33 
CMAP(3) = 0 
ELSE IF( INDEX .EQ. 15 ) THEN 
CMAP(l) = 0 
CMAP(2) = 66 
CMAP(3) = 0 
END IF 
C Use IGL routine to set 4107 graphics color map 
CALL CLRMAP( INDEX, ITYPE, CMAP ) 
10 CONTINUE 
C Call GRSTOP to end IGL communications and issue ESC sequence 
C to reset 4107 to ANSI mode. 
CALL GRSTOP 
WRITE(6,100) ESC//' 
C Format Statements 
100 FORMAT( IX, A ) 
C End of subroutine 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B. PROGRAM TCAUSTIC 
THIS PROGRAM USES OVER-DETERMINISTIC LEAST SQUARES METHOD TO SOLVE FOR 
MIXED MODE INTENSITY FACTORS. 
PROGRAM MAIN.FOR 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISI0N(A-H,0-Z) 
C0MM0N/DATA/X(100),Y(100),IPOT 
COMMON/PARA/RO,XO,YO,TO,XMU,SCALE 
CHARACTER DATT*12.MODEL*12,SPECI1*60,SPECI2*60,ANS1*12,AMS2*12 
IFILE=10 
ISPECI=11 
IP0T=0 
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
PRINT 20 
READ(*.'(A)')DATT 
OPEN (UNIT=IFILE.FILE=DATT//'.DAT'.STATUS='OLD') 
READCIFILE, '(A) OMODEL 
READ(IFILE,*)RO.XO,YO,TO,SCALE 
10 READ(IFILE,*.END=99)IP0T,X(IP0T).Y(IPOT) 
GO TO 10 
99 CONTINUE 
OPEN (UNIT=ISPECI,FILE=MODEL//'.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
READ (ISPECI,'(A)')SPECI1 
READ (ISPECI,*)XLOAD,A,H,T.W 
READ (ISPECI,'(A)')SPECI2 
READ (ISPECI,*)CR,ZO,ZI 
AREA =T*W 
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STRESS =XLOAD/AREA 
XKIO =STRESS*SQRT(PI*A) 
PRINT 30,MODEL 
PRINT 40,RO,XO,YO,TO 
PRINT 45,SPECI1 
PRINT 50,XL0AD,A,H,T,W 
PRINT 45,SPECI2 
PRINT 55,CR,Z0,ZI 
DO 11=1,IPOT 
PRINT*,II,X(II),Y(II) 
END DO 
CALL LSTQ(DUMMY) 
ZAT = Z0*T*CR/SQRT(2.0D0*PI) 
XKI = 2.*((R0**(5./2.))/(l+XMU**2)**O.5)/(3*ZAT) 
PRINT 30,MODEL 
PRINT 45,SPECI1 
PRINT 5O,XL0AD,A,H,T,W 
PRINT 45,SPECI2 
PRINT 55,CR,Z0,ZI 
PRINT 40,RO,XG,YO,TO 
PRINT 60,STRESS,XKI,XMU 
PRINT 70 
READ(*,80)ANS1 
IF (ANSl.EQ.'Y') THEN 
PRINT 90 
READ(*,92)ANS2 
IF(ANS2.Eq.'Y')THEN 
CALL BPLOT(XKI,ZAT) 
END IF 
END IF 
20 FORMAT(' DATA FILE NAME —> ',$) 
30 FORMAT(' ',//////////////////,' MODEL NAME IS....',A12,/) 
40 FORMAT(' RO =',F10.3,/,' XO =',F10.3,/,' YO =',F10.3,/, 
1 ' TO =',F10.3,//) 
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45 FORMAT(' './,A60) 
50 FORMATC ' ,2X,5(F9.3,2X) ,/) 
55 FORMATC ' ,2X.E13. 5 ,2(F9.3,2X) ,/) 
60 FORMATC 'STRESS ='F12.3,/,'KI =',E12.4,/.' MU =',F12.3) 
70 FORMATC DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE BACK-PLOT <Y OR N>',$) 
80 F0RMAT(A12) 
90 FORMATC IS THIS A GRAPHIC SCREEN <Y OR N> ',$) 
92 F0RMAT(A12) 
STOP 
END 
C SUBROUTINE LSTB.FOR 
C 
THIS SUBROUTINE USES BISECTION METHOD TO FIND THETA AND THEN USES 
LEAST SQUARE METHOD ALONG WITH GAUSE ELIMINATION TO FIND RO,XO,YO 
AND TO. (Works only for cracks) 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE LSTq(DUMMY) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON/DATA/X(lOO),Y(100),NUM 
COMMON/PARA/RO,XO,YO,TO,MU,SCALE 
REAL*8 L(IOO).PH(IOO),THETA(100),LE(100) 
REAL*8 M(4,4),B(4),ERR(4) 
REAL*8 MU,DLE(100,4) 
CHARACTER ANS*12 
C 
C Function used in bisection method to find the root 
C 
CHl(Z)=Z+ASIN((2.*SIN(Z/2.))/SQRT(l3.+12.*C0S(Z/2.))) 
C 
C PRINT 550 ! If the caustic is computer plotted 
C READ(*,560)ANS land the factor ( 1.6) needs to be 
C ! taken care of. 
IC0NT=1 
PI=4.*DATAN(1.0D0) 
5 CONTINUE 
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XYL=4.*R0/3. 
WRITE(6.450) 
DO 100 1=1,NUM 
C 
IF(X(I)-XO.EQ.O.O)THEN 
IF(I.GT.1)THEN ! Ignore X(I)-X0=0 
X(I)=X(I-1) ! to take care of 
Y(I)=Y(I-1) ! error 
ELSE 
X(I)=X(I+1) 
Y(I)=Y(I+1) 
END IF 
END IF 
C 
L(I)=SqRT((X(I)-X0)**2+(Y(I)-Y0)**2.) 
C 
C IF(ANS.EQ.'Y')THEN ! If computer plotted factor(1.6). 
C IF(L(I).LT.RO)THEN 
C XR=(X(I)-X0)*1.6 
C YR=(Y(I)-Y0)*1.6 
C L(I)=SQRT(XR**2+YR**2) 
C ENDIF 
C ENDIF 
C 
C Calculate phi(Take care of error when (X(l)-X0)=0.0) 
C 
IF((X(I)-XO).EQ.0.0)THEN 
IF((Y(I)-YO).GT.0.0)PH(I)=PI/2. 
IF((Y(I)-YO).LT.0.0)PH(I)=-PI/2. 
GO TO 6 
ENDIF 
PH(I)=DATAN((Y(I)-YO)/(X(I)-XO)) 
6 IF((X(I)-XG).LT.0.0 .AND. (Y(I)-YO).GT.0.O)PH(I)=PH(I)+PI 
IF((X(I)-XQ).LT.0.0 .AND. (Y(I)-YO).LT.O.0)PH(I)=PH(I)-PI 
C 
C Set the right phi and (max.,min.) phi for inner caustics 
C 
IF(L(I) .LE.XYDTHEN 
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TMAX=568.95*PI/180. 
TMIN=151.05*PI/180. 
IF(T0.LE.0.0 .AND. PH(I)-T0.LT.PI)PH(I)=PH(I)+2.*PI 
IF(T0.GE.0.0 .AND. PH(I)-TO.GT.-PI)PH(I)=PH(I)+2.*PI 
IF(T0.GE.0.0 .AND. PH(I)-TO.LT.-PI)PH(I)=PH(I)+4.*PI 
ELSE 
C 
C Set the right phi and (max.,min.) phi for outer caustics 
C 
TMAX=151.049*PI/180. 
TMIN=-151.049*PI/180. 
IF(T0.LT.0.0 .AND. PH(I)-TO.GT.PI)PH(I)=PH(I)-2.*PI 
IF(TO.GT.O.O .AND. PH(I)-TO.LT.-PI)PH(I)=PH(I)+2.*PI 
ENDIF 
C 
C 
C USE BISECTION METHOD TO FIND theta 
C 
ALR=TMAX 
ALL=TMIN 
TAL=.0001 
IF((CHI(ALR)+TO-PH( I ) ) *(CHI(ALL)+TO-PH(I)).GT.0.0)THEN 
PRINT*,'NO THETA WAS FOUND. ' 
THETA(I)=(TMAX-TMIN)/2. 
GO TO 13 
ENDIF 
11 IF(ABS(CH1(ALL)+T0-PH(I)).LE.TAL .OR. 
1 ABS(CH1(ALR)+T0-PH(I)).LE.TAL) GO TO 12 
ALB=(ALL+ALR)/2. 
IF((CHI(ALB)+TQ-PH(I))*(CHI(ALL)+10-PR(I)).LE.0.0)THEN 
ALR=ALB 
ELSE 
ALL=ALB 
ENDIF 
GO TO 11 
12 IF(ABS(CH1(ALL)+T0-PH(I)) .LT. ABS(CHI(ALR)+TO-PH(I)))THEN 
AL1=ALL 
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ELSE 
AL1=ALR 
THETA(I)=AL1 
C 
C 
C 
13 PHII=PH(I)*180./PI 
THETAI=THETA(I)*180./PI 
LE(I)=R0*SQRT(13.+12.*C0S(THETA(I)/2.))/3, 
IF((I/5)*5 .EQ. DTHEN 
WRITE(6,500)1,X(I),Y(I),L(I),LE(I),THETAI,PHII 
ENDIF 
C 
C Least square method. 
C 
Al=SIN(THETA(I)/2.) 
A2=C0S(THETA(I)/2.) 
A3=SQRT(13.+12.*A2) 
A4=(C0S(PH(I))**2*R0*A1*(Y0-Y(I)))/((X0-X(I))**2) 
A5=(6.*(A1/A3)**2+A2)/COS(PH(I)-THETA(I)-TO)+A3 
A6=(C0S(PH(I))**2*R0*A1*(X(I)-X0))/((X0-X(I))**2) 
DLE(I,l)=A3/3. !R0 
DLE(I.2)=(X(I)-X0)/L(I)+A4/A5 !X0 
DLE(I.3)=(Y(I)-Y0)/L(I)-A6/A5 !YO 
DLE(I,4)=R0*A1/A5 !T0 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C Calculation of M(N,N) amd Y(N) matrices 
C 
DO 200J=1,4 
B(J)=0.0 
DO 200 1=1,MUM 
B(J)=B(J)+(L(I)-LE(I))*DLE(I,J) 
200 CONTINUE 
DO 300 J=l,4 
DO 300 K=l,4 
M(J,K)=0.0 
DO 300 1=1,NUM 
M(J,K)=M(J,K)+DLE(I,K)*DLE(I,J) 
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300 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL GAUSE(M,B,4,ERR) 
C 
TYPE*,'DRO =',B(1) 
TYPE*,'DXO =',B(2) 
TYPE*.'DYO =',B(3) 
TYPE*,'DTO =',B(4) 
RG=RG+B(1) 
X0=X0+B(2) 
Y0=Y0+B(3) 
T0=TG+B(4) 
ERR2=(ABS(B(1))+ABS(B(2))+ABS(B(3))+ABS(B(4)))/4. 
IF(ERR2.LE.0.0001) GO TO 400 
TYPE*,'ICONT=',ICONT 
TYPE*,'R0=',R0 
TYPE*,'X0=',X0 
TYPE*,'YG=',Y0 
TYPE*,'TG=',T0 
MU=TAN(-T0/2.) 
TYPE*,'MU=',MU 
C 
IC0NT=ICGNT+1 
GO TO 5 
400 TYPE*,'LAST ITER' 
TYPE*,'IC0NT=',ICGNT 
TYPE*,'RG=',RG 
TYPE*,'X0=',X0 
TYPE*,'YG=',YG 
TYPE*,'T0=',T0 
TYPE*,'MU=',MU 
C 
C Calculate KI, KII, KI/KO, KII/KO 
C 
450 FGRMAT(6X,'I',5X,'X',8X,'Y',8X,'L',8X,'LE',5X, 
'THETA',6X,'PHII',/) 
500 FGRMAT(1X,I5,6(1X,F8.2)) 
550 FORMAT(IX,/,' IS THIS (LIKE) AN EXPERIMENTAL CAUSTIC DATA 
1 <Y OR N> ',$) 
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560 FORMAT(A12) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GAUSE ELIMINATION 
SUBROUTINE GAUSE(M,Y,N,ERR) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 M(N,N),Y(N),ERR(N) 
NORMALIZE COLUMNS 
DO 110 1=1,N 
ERR(I)=0.0 
DO 100 J=1,N 
100 ERR(I)=ERR(I)+ABS(M(J,I)) 
ERR(I)=ERR(I)/N 
IF(ERR(I).LT.1.E-36)G0 TO 1 
DO 110 J=1,N 
110 M(J,I)=M(J,I)/ERR(I) 
C GAUSIAN ELIMINATION. 
DO 230 1=1,N-1 
AMAX=0.0 
DO 210 J=1,N 
AVG=0.0 
DO 200 K=1,N 
200 AVG=AVG+ABS(M(J,K)) 
AVG=AVG/(N-I+1) 
IF(ABS(M(J,I)).LE.(AMAX*AVG))GO TO 210 
AMAX=ABS(M(J,I)/AVG) 
IMAX=J 
210 CONTINUE 
IF(AMAX.LT.l.E-7) GO TO 1 
TEMP=M(IMAX,I) 
M(IMAX.I)=M(I,I) 
M(I,I)=AMAX 
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AMAX=TEMP 
DO 220 J=I+1.N 
TEMP=M(IMAX,J)/AMAX 
M(IMAX,J)=M(I,J) 
220 M(I,J)=TEMP 
TEMP=Y(IMAX)/AMAX 
Y(IMAX)=Y(I) 
Y(I)=TEMP 
DO 230 J=I+1,N 
AMAX=M(J,I) 
Y(J)=Y(J)-Y(I)*AMAX 
DO 230 K=I+1,N 
230 M(J,K)=M(J,K)-M(I,K)*AMAX 
IF(ABS(M(N,N)).LT.ABS(Y(N)*1.E-36))G0 TO 1 
Y(N)=Y(N)/M(N,N) 
M(N.N)=1.0 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION. 
DO 300 I=N,2.-1 
DO 300 J=I-1,1,-1 
300 Y(J)=Y(J)-Y(I)*M(J.I) 
DO 310 1=1,N 
Y(I)=Y(I)/ERR(I) 
310 ERR(I)=M(I,I) 
RETURN 
C IN CASE OF NO SOLUTION 
1 ERR(N)=0.0 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C. PROGRAM BACKPLOT 
THIS PROGRAM REGENERATES THE CAUSTIC PATTERN FOR KNOWN VALUES OF fi AND 
r o -
SUBROUTINE BPLOT(KI.ZAT) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /DATA/XM(100),YM(IOO),IPOT 
COMMON /PARA/RO,XX,YY,TO,MU,SCALE 
DIMENSION X(200),Y(200),XP(200),YP(200) 
REAL MU.KI.KII 
CHARACTER NSIGN*12 
TYPE*,' ' 
TYPE*,' ' 
TYPE*,'DO YOU WANT THE REFLECTED CAUSTIC OR THE TRANSMITED' 
TYPE*,' CAUSTIC. REFLECTED=R TRANSMITED=T' 
READ(*,90)NSIGN 
PI=4.0D0*ATAN(1.0) 
C 
C CONSTANTS 
C 
X0=66.0 
Y0=50.0 
AL1=0.50D0 
AL2=0.50D0 
TYPE*,'ENTER KI ' ,KI 
READ*,KI 
KII=MU*KI 
P=1.0 
CALCULATE COORDINATES OF THE PRINCIPAL ENVELOPE AND CAUSTIC CURVE 
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KG=0 
J=1 
CALL GRSTRT(4107,1) 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL MOVE(XO,YO) 
CALL MARKER(XO,YO.2) 
55 CONTINUE 
IF(KG.EQ.l) P=-P 
DO 60 I=-180,180,10 
THET=(PI/180.ODO)»I 
XP(J)=RO*DCOS(THET)+ 
$ P*ZAT*KI*RO**(ALl-2.ODO)*DCOS((ALl-2.ODO)*THET)+ 
$ P*ZAT*KII*RO**(AL2-2.ODO)*DSIN((AL2-2.ODO)*THET) 
YP(J)=RO*DSIN(THET)-
$ P*ZAT*KI*RO**(ALl-2.ODO)*DSIN((ALl-2.ODO)*THET)+ 
$ P*ZAT*KII*RO**(AL2-2.ODO)*DCOS((AL2-2.ODO)*THET) 
Change size of inner caustic to experimental size 
IF (KG.EQ.l) THEN 
XP(J)=XP(J)/1.6 
YP(J)=YP(J)/1.6 
END IF 
J=J+1 
60 CONTINUE 
XPD=XP(1)+X0 
YPD=YP(1)+Y0 
CALL MOVE(XPD.YPD) 
DO 70 K=1,J-1 
XPD=XP(K)+XO 
YPD=YP(K)+YO 
CALL DRAW(XPD,YPD) 
70 CONTINUE 
KG=KG+1 
IF(NSIGN.EQ.'R')THEN 
IF(KG.EQ.l)THEN 
J=1 
IF(KG.EQ.1)THEN 
J=1 
GO TO 55 
END IF 
ENDIF 
DO 80 I=1,IP0T 
XMD=XM(I)+XO-XX 
YMD=YM(I)+YO-YY 
CALL MOVE(XMD,YMD) 
CALL MARKER(XMD,YMD,1) 
80 CONTINUE 
Draw axes 
CALL DASHPT(6) 
CALL M0VE(X0,20.0) 
CALL DRAW(XO,80.0) 
CALL M0VE(36.0,Y0) 
CALL DRAW(96.0,YO) 
CALL CMCLOS 
TYPE*,' ENTER 1 ' 
READ*,A 
CALL RESET(DUMMY) 
90 F0RMAT(A12) 
RETURN 
END 
